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ABSTRACT
Aims. We describe the photometric content of the second data release of the Gaia project (Gaia DR2) and its validation along with
the quality of the data.
Methods. The validation was mainly carried out using an internal analysis of the photometry. External comparisons were also made,
but were limited by the precision and systematics that may be present in the external catalogues used.
Results. In addition to the photometric quality assessment, we present the best estimates of the three photometric passbands. Various
colour-colour transformations are also derived to enable the users to convert between the Gaia and commonly used passbands.
Conclusions. The internal analysis of the data shows that the photometric calibrations can reach a precision as low as 2 mmag on
individual CCD measurements. Other tests show that systematic effects are present in the data at the 10 mmag level.
Key words. catalogs – surveys – instrumentation: photometers – techniques: photometric – galaxies: general
1. Introduction
The launch of the ESA Gaia satellite mission (Gaia
Collaboration 2016b) in December 2013 marked the start
of an exciting period for more than 400 people that are part
of the Data Processing and Analysis Consortium (DPAC) and
for the astronomical scientific community in general. The
first catalogue, released in September 2016 (Gaia DR1 Gaia
Collaboration 2016a), already showed the enormous potential
of the Gaia astrometric and photometric data, leading to the
publication of almost 300 refereed papers in the first year after
the release. The Gaia DR1 photometric catalogue contained
a measurement of the average flux in the G band for over
1.1 billion sources (van Leeuwen et al. 2017). No colour infor-
mation was released at that time, with the consequence that
many photometric investigations required cross-matching the
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Gaia catalogue with other photometric catalogues to acquire
photometry in some additional bands, with the effect of reducing
the number of usable sources and possibly introducing some
inconsistencies due to the different origins of the photometry.
The second data release (Gaia DR2) in April 2018
(Gaia Collaboration 2018) presents a significant advance in
all photometric investigations by providing photometry in the
G band for approximately 1.7 billion sources and in the inte-
grated GBP and GRP bands for approximately 1.4 billion sources
calibrated to a consistent and homogeneous photometric sys-
tem. The release also includes the results of two applications
of the Gaia photometry: a catalogue of astrophysical parame-
ters (effective temperature and line-of-sight extinction for stars
brighter than G = 17 and luminosity and radius whenever good
parallaxes were available, see Andrae et al. 2018) and epoch data
for a sample of variable stars (more than 0.5 million sources clas-
sified as RR Lyrae, Cepheids, Delta Scuti, LPV, and SX Phe type
stars, see Holl et al. 2018). Additional validation covering other
aspects of the data release can be found in the general validation
paper (Arenou et al. 2018).
This paper focusses on the photometric aspects of Gaia DR2.
In Sect. 2 we present the photometric content of the data release.
Section 3 provides an overview of the data that contributed to
the generation of the photometric catalogue with a focus on the
differences with respect to Gaia DR1. The following sections
show various aspects of the internal validation activities and
provide a detailed view of the quality of the photometric data.
Sections 4 and 5 focus on the results of the calibration process.
Section 6 presents a statistical analysis of the source photometry.
Section 7 shows the results of the validation of the Gaia pho-
tometry with respect to other catalogues. Some known issues are
also described, and guidelines for users are given in the final
sections. A metric that can help identifying sources that may be
affected by blending due to image crowding, and faint-end biases
linked to background effects, is presented in Sect. 8. The Gaia
DR2 passbands and zeropoints and their validation is the topic
of Sect. 9. The statistical properties of the three subsets of the
photometric catalogue produced by slightly different calibration
procedures are described in Sect. 10. Section 11 describes a few
aspects of the epoch photometry released for variable sources.
Appendix A presents colour-colour transformations between the
Gaia passbands and other photometric systems as implemented
in various surveys. An approach to correct the Gaia magnitudes
for effects of saturation at the bright end is recommended in
Appendix B. Finally, Appendix C contains a list of acronyms
and Gaia-specific terminology used in this paper.
2. Photometric content of Gaia DR2
The second Gaia photometric catalogue contains the latest
G-band photometry for all sources and GBP and GRP photome-
try for 80% of them. The mean photometric measurements have
been obtained by processing epoch photometry collected over a
period of about 670 days of mission operations.
The broad G passband covers the range [330, 1050] nm, and
its definition is optimized to collect the maximum of light for
the astrometric measurements. The GBP and GRP photometry
instead are derived from the integration of the blue and red pho-
tometer (BP and RP) low-resolution spectra covering the ranges
[330, 680] nm and [630, 1050] nm. These wavelength ranges are
those defined in the pre-mission specification (Jordi et al. 2010).
The numerical values corresponding to the three passbands are
part of Gaia DR2 together with the definition of the photometric
zeropoints. The passband definition is distributed in electronic
tabular format as part of this paper and is available via the VizieR
service.
One of the main challenges in the Gaia photometric pro-
cessing is due to the large number of different instrument
configurations that are possible during the acquisition of an
observation (Riello et al. 2018). This results in effectively dif-
ferent instruments that need to be calibrated to a homogeneous
system. As of today, no external catalogue is available that would
offer the accuracy and amount of data required for calibrat-
ing such a complex instrument. For this reason, the definition
of a reference system that is homogeneous over the entire set
of instrument configurations must rely on the Gaia data itself.
External data are only used to link the internal photometric ref-
erence system to the absolute one. For a detailed description
of the principles of the photometric calibration and the differ-
ence between internal and external calibration see Carrasco et al.
(2016).
The G-band photometry included in Gaia DR2 is the result
of a new reduction and is based on a much extended period of
mission operations (more than eight additional months) in com-
parison with the Gaia DR1 catalogue. The internal photometric
system was re-initialised using the available data and is therefore
expected to be different from the system defined for Gaia DR1.
In particular, a colour term between the two systems is expected.
The passbands published in Gaia DR2 are only applicable to the
Gaia DR2 photometry.
It is important to keep in mind that the actual source cat-
alogue is different and should be treated as a new catalogue
superseding the one published in Gaia DR1. Even though the
two catalogues will have many source identifiers in common,
the corresponding sources may be defined by different lists
of epoch measurements, effectively leading to different sets
of astrometric and photometric properties (Castañeda et al.
2018).
Figure 1 shows the all-sky view of the colour distribution
based on the Gaia DR2 photometric catalogue. Each pixel in the
colour sky map is colour-coded according to the median colour
(GBP−GRP) of all sources brighter than G = 19 falling in the cor-
responding area in the sky. The colour sky distribution offers a
taste of the extraordinary potential and quality of the photometric
data released in Gaia DR2. High-extinction star-forming regions
close to the Galactic plane stand out in the colour map as a result
of reddening effects.
3. Input data
To facilitate the understanding of the rest of this paper, we briefly
introduce some characteristics of the Gaia satellite and instru-
ments. Many more details are provided in Gaia Collaboration
(2016b). The Gaia satellite scans the sky approximately along
great circles. The scanning strategy has been optimised to max-
imise the scientific performance of the mission and does not
cover the entire sky homogeneously: different areas will be
observed with different frequency and will have more observa-
tions than other regions in the sky. The fields of view (FoVs)
of the two telescopes on board overlap onto the focal plane
of all charge-coupled devices (CCDs) used for the photometry.
The light is integrated while it crosses a CCD in the along-
scan (AL) direction. Gates have been implemented on the Gaia
CCDs to reduce the effective exposure time of an observa-
tion in the case of bright sources by limiting the area of the
CCD in which integration takes place. Twelve different gate
configurations (including the no-gate case) can be activated in
configurable magnitude ranges. Observations are limited to a
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Fig. 1. Colour distribution as a function of sky position in Galactic coordinates. The pixelisation scheme adopted is HEALPix level 8, implying
a pixel size of approximately 190 square arcmin or 0.05 square degree. Each pixel represents the median colour (GBP−GRP) of all sources with
G < 19 in that pixel.
small area (window) centred on the detected sources. Different
window sizes and shapes are used on board, depending on the
on-board estimated magnitude. These are referred to as window
classes. Different gate and window class configurations effec-
tively constitute different instruments that need to be calibrated
to the same system.
The photometric data in the three bands G, GBP, and GRP
come from different CCDs on the focal plane: measurements
in the G broad band are taken in the astrometric field (AF)
CCDs, while the GBP and GRP fluxes are integrated over the
low-resolution spectra collected in the BP and RP CCDs.
The rest of this section describes the input data, focussing on
the differences with respect to Gaia DR1. Many more details on
the input data and on the processing leading to Gaia DR2 are
available in Riello et al. (2018).
The Gaia processing within DPAC is organized in cycles.
At each cycle new, recent data are added to the processing, and
improved algorithms and models are deployed in all systems
feeding each other, thus potentially leading to higher quality
results. This applies in particular to the second cycle of oper-
ations (leading to Gaia DR2), where the input data covered
a significantly longer period of operations, results from other
systems became available to the photometric processing, and
updated and more sophisticated algorithms were adopted in
the data processing to produce a more accurate and complete
catalogue than the one released in Gaia DR1.
The data entering the process of calibrating the G-band pho-
tometry are the image parameters, that is, flux and centroid
location within the window, that are part of the Gaia interme-
diate data. These are first determined on a daily basis as soon as
the data are downloaded from the satellite in the system; this is
known as initial data treatment (Fabricius et al. 2016). A further,
more sophisticated and consistent, image parameter determina-
tion (IPD) runs at the beginning of each cycle of operations and
covers all data from the start of operations (intermediate data
update, IDU, see Lindegren et al. 2018, and the online Gaia DR2
documentation1). While for Gaia DR1 the daily image parame-
ters were used, Gaia DR2 is purely based on the updated cyclic
values. This also implies a more complete input dataset, elimi-
nating the various interruptions in the daily systems particularly
in the first months of mission when operations were still being
established. An additional improvement coming from the usage
of cyclic image parameters is due to the better handling of satu-
rated data forG as compared to what was done in the daily chain.
The GBP and GRP photometric processing uses the raw data
directly (i.e. the unpacked telemetry) and therefore requires some
pre-processing steps to be performed to generate the input data
for the calibration process. The algorithms and procedures used
in the pre-processing for Gaia DR2 are similar to those in place
for Gaia DR1, the only exception being the usage of the astro-
physical coordinates of the sources determined from Gaia data
itself (Lindegren et al. 2018). The source astrometry, together
with the satellite attitude and the geometry of the instrument, are
used to predict the location of each source within the observ-
ing window. This is particularly important when a wavelength
calibration of the positions along scan within a spectral window
is required. As the photometric calibration is based on detailed
colour information extracted from the low-resolution spectra by
integrating in specific bands within the wavelength range cov-
ered by the BP and RP instruments, it is clear that an accurate
wavelength calibration is necessary (Carrasco et al. 2016). In the
processing that led to Gaia DR1, an extrapolation of the source
position from the astrometric field onto the BP and RP CCDs
was adopted for the geometric and wavelength calibration. For
Gaia DR2, this has been replaced by a prediction based on the
source astrophysical coordinates, the satellite attitude, and an
assumed nominal geometry thanks to the high accuracy of the
AGIS (Lindegren et al. 2018) results available at the start of pho-
tometric processing. The resulting geometric calibration consists
of a set of corrections to the adopted nominal geometry.
1 http://gaia.esac.esa.int/documentation/
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A much improved cross-match algorithm (Castañeda et al.
2018) led to a cleaner source catalogue and a better removal
of detection artefacts. The Gaia cross-match is unusual in the
sense that it is not simply assigning observations to a pre-defined
list of sources, but is also creating the source list and contin-
uously adding new sources as required, starting from the data
itself. This is necessary given the much higher resolution and
efficiency at detecting faint sources by Gaia in all sky regions.
This difficult task is complicated by the presence of a significant
number of spurious detections. For Gaia DR2, the algorithms in
place for cleaning the input observations from such artefacts and
for performing the clustering analysis that eventually lead to the
generation of the source catalogue have been improved thanks to
the experience gained in the previous processing cycle.
In terms of the photometric processing itself, several
improvements were made with respect to the processing done
for Gaia DR1. Most of these were triggered by the results of the
validation and various investigations based on the results of the
first cycle of operations. In the following, we list the most rel-
evant changes. For more details on the photometric processing
improvements in Gaia DR2 with respect to the first release, see
Riello et al. (2018).
A significant improvement in the photometric catalogue was
achieved by a more robust accumulation of the epoch photo-
metric measurements to generate the mean source photometry,
with outlier rejection driven by a careful statistical analysis
(see Sect. 4.5 in Riello et al. 2018).
The validation of the Gaia DR1 photometry showed system-
atic differences in the internal photometric system at magnitude
G = 13 and G = 16, which correspond to configuration changes
in the windowing scheme adopted on board (i.e. causing dif-
ferences in window shape and size for different observations).
The systematic differences arose because only a small fraction
of sources were observed in more than one configuration. Their
magnitude is sufficiently close to the magnitude boundary of
each configuration to be observed with different configurations
in different transits. The precision of the on-board magnitude
estimate at G = 13 and G = 16 means that the useful range
of magnitude is rather small. This implies that the calibration
process may initially converge to different photometric systems
for different configurations and that a consistent system over the
entire set of configurations may only be reached with very many
iterations. A first attempt at calibrating out the offsets in the pho-
tometric systems defined for each configuration was made in the
first cycle of operations and showed promising results. This was
further improved for Gaia DR2 by introducing time dependency
in the calibration of the links between different instrumental
configurations (see Sect. 4.3 in Riello et al. 2018).
The period of operations covered by Gaia DR1 was heavily
affected by rapid and discontinuous variations in the satel-
lite throughput due to water-based contamination of the satel-
lite instrument components (Gaia Collaboration 2016b). The
increased level of systematics in the input data constituted one
of the main challenges for the photometric calibration in the
first cycle of processing. The input data for Gaia DR2, how-
ever, contain a long stretch of more than one year in which the
contamination effect was quite low and stable. The photomet-
ric processing strategy was therefore adapted to take advantage
of this period for the initialisation of the reference system (see
Sect. 4.2 in Riello et al. 2018).
Finally, a full external calibration of the internal system onto
the absolute Vega photometric system allowed reconstructing the
true passbands. These constitute an important addition to the
release.
At this stage in the mission, the processing is still unable
to handle some non-nominal data. Observations obtained with
more than one gate activated at different times within the
window have not been processed. These situations occur when
a bright source is observed at a time sufficiently close to another
(fainter) source to trigger the activation of a gate for a period
that only partly overlaps the observation period of the fainter
source. Truncated windows are currently also excluded from
the stream of input data. These are caused by the overlap on
the CCD of two or more windows and are likely to happen in
particularly dense regions. As described before, the two FoVs of
Gaia are both projected onto the same focal plane and therefore
non-dense regions may experience a high number of complex
gate or truncated window cases if the other FoV points towards
a dense region. BP and RP observations are also more likely
to be collected in these non-nominal configurations given the
much longer windows assigned to them.
At this stage, the data available are in some cases not suffi-
cient or not of sufficient quality to produce a reliable calibration.
This is especially true for some combination of gate and window
configurations that are in principle not expected but occur nev-
ertheless because sources of different magnitudes are observed
simultaneously. In some cases, this also affects the bright end
of the data, where the very limited number of sources makes
the calibration process more challenging. This will affect the
completeness of the epoch data, but is not expected to signif-
icantly affect the mean photometry, except possibly for very
bright sources (G < 5).
Some short periods of observations have been excluded from
the input data because the scientific quality of the correspond-
ing data is poor. These periods correspond to the activities of
refocus and of decontamination, when several components of
the instruments where heated to vaporise the water-based con-
taminant, thereby compromising the thermal stability of the
instrument. The exact ranges are given in Riello et al. (2018).
These gaps do not affect the completeness of the mean pho-
tometric catalogue, but will cause short gaps in the epoch
photometry.
4. Study of LS and SS calibration coefficients
The photometric calibration is defined by two sets of cali-
brations that describe different instrumental effects. These are
referred to as large- and small-scale calibrations: the large-
scale (LS) calibration describes features that vary smoothly
across the focal plane but vary rapidly, while the small-scale
(SS) calibration takes into account effects that change slowly
but may only affect a small section of the CCD, even a sin-
gle pixel column. It is convenient to separate these effects
because many more data need to be accumulated to calibrate
out the response of a single pixel column than what is needed
to determine the overall response of a CCD with respect to
others. On the other hand, the overall response can change
quite rapidly (and at times in a discontinuous fashion, as in
the case of decontamination or refocus events), and therefore
our LS calibration needs to be able to quickly adjust to these
changes.
Similar to the processing carried out for the first data release,
the calibration coefficients and quality statistics for the LS
and SS calibrations were analysed to assess the overall quality
of the photometry and to indicate where improvements might
be necessary. Updated versions of the plots in Evans et al.
(2017) are shown in Figs. 2–5. The unit-weight standard devia-
tion is defined as the square root of the normalised chi-square
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first cycle of operations and showed promising results. This was
further improved for Gaia DR2 by introducing time dependency
in the calibration of the links between different instrumental con-
figurations (see Section 4.3 in Riello et al. 2018).
The period of operations covered by Gaia DR1 was heav-
ily affected by rapid and discontinuous variations in the satellite
throughput due to water-based contamination of the satellite in-
strument components (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b). The in-
creased level of systematics in the input data constituted one of
the main challenges for the photometric calibration in the first
cycle of processing. The input data for Gaia DR2, however, con-
tain a long stretch of more than one year in which the contamina-
tion effect was quite low and stable. The photometric processing
strategy was therefore adapted to take advantage of this period
for the initialisation of the reference system (see Section 4.2 in
Riello et al. 2018).
Finally, a full external calibration of the internal system onto
the absolute Vega photometric system allowed reconstructing the
true passbands. These constitute an important addition to the re-
lease.
At this stage in the mission, the processing is still unable
to handle some non-nominal data. Observations obtained with
more than one gate activated at different times within the win-
dow have not been processed. These situations occur when a
bright source is observed at a time sufficiently close to another
(fainter) source to trigger the activation of a gate for a period that
only partly overlaps the observation period of the fainter source.
Truncated windows are currently also excluded from the stream
of input data. These are caused by the overlap on the CCD of two
or more windows and are likely to happen in particularly dense
regions. As described before, the two FoVs of Gaia are both pro-
jected onto the same focal plane and therefore non-dense regions
may experience a high number of complex gate or truncated win-
dow cases if the other FoV points towards a dense region. BP and
RP observations are also more likely to be collected in these non-
nominal configurations given the much longer windows assigned
to them.
At this stage, the data available are in some cases not suffi-
cient or not of sufficient quality to produce a reliable calibration.
This is especially true for some combination of gate and window
configurations that are in principle not expected but occur nev-
ertheless because sources of different magnitudes are observed
simultaneously. In some cases, this also affects the bright end
of the data, where the very limited number of sources makes
the calibration process more challenging. This will affect the
completeness of the epoch data, but is not expected to signif-
icantly affect the mean photometry, except possibly for very
bright sources (G < 5).
Some short periods of observations have been excluded from
the input data because the scientific quality of the corresponding
data is poor. These periods correspond to the activities of refocus
and of decontamination, when several components of the instru-
ments where heated to vaporise the water-based contaminant,
thereby compromising the thermal stability of the instrument.
The exact ranges are given in Riello et al. (2018). These gaps do
not affect the completeness of the mean photometric catalogue,
but will cause short gaps in the epoch photometry.
4. Study of LS and SS calibration coefficients
The photometric calibration is defined by two sets of calibra-
tions that describe different instrumental effects. These are re-
ferred to as large- and small-scale calibrations: the large-scale
(LS) calibration describes features that vary smoothly across the
Fig. 2. Unit-weight standard deviation of the large-scale calibration as a
function of time (in satellite revolutions) for an example calibration unit.
In this case, AF6, Row 1, Window Class 1, No Gate. This is the same as
shown in Evans et al. (2017) for Gaia DR1. The black lines are for the
preceding and red for the following FoV calibration units. The vertical
lines represent significant satellite events: scanning law change (ma-
genta), decontamination (green), and refocussing (blue). The approxi-
mate time range covered by this plot is July 2014 to May 2016.
Fig. 3. Unit-weight standard deviation of the small-scale calibration as a
function of across-scan position on the CCD for an example calibration
unit. In this case, AF9, Row 7, Window Class 1, No Gate. This is the
same as shown in Evans et al. (2017) for Gaia DR1. The black lines
are for the preceding and red for the following FoV calibration units.
The magenta lines show the locations of the CCD stitch blocks, and
the green dots show the location of detected bad columns (from these
calibrations). The cyan lines show the bad columns detected from the
low-level CCD calibrations.
focal plane but vary rapidly, while the small-scale (SS) calibra-
tion takes into account effects that change slowly but may only
affect a small section of the CCD, even a single pixel column. It
is convenient to separate these effects because many more data
need to be accumulated to calibrate out the response of a sin-
gle pixel column than what is needed to determine the overall
response of a CCD with respect to others. On the other hand,
the overall response can change quite rapidly (and at times in a
discontinuous fashion, as in the case of decontamination or refo-
cus events), and therefore our LS calibration needs to be able to
quickly adjust to these changes.
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a function of time (in satellite revolutions) for an example calibration
unit. In this case, AF6, Row 1, Window Class 1, No Gate. This is the
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are for the preceding and red for the following FoV calibration units.
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first cycle of operations and showed promising results. This was
further improved for Gaia DR2 by introducing time dependency
in the calibration of the links between different instrumental con-
figurations (see Section 4.3 in Riello et al. 2018).
The period of operations covered by Gaia DR1 was heav-
ily affected by rapid and discontinuous variations in the satellite
throughput due to water-based contamination of the satellite in-
strument components (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b). The in-
creased level of systematics in the input data constituted one of
the main challenges for the photometric calibration in the first
cycle of processing. The input data for Gaia DR2, however, con-
tain a long stretch of more than one year in which the contamina-
tion effect was quite low and stable. The photometric processing
strategy was therefore adapted to take advantage of this period
for the initialisation of the reference system (see Section 4.2 in
Riello et al. 2018).
Finally, a full external calibration of the internal system onto
the absolute Vega photometric system allowed reconstructing the
true passbands. These constitute an important addition to the re-
lease.
At this stage in the mission, the processing is still unable
to handle some non-nominal data. Observations obtained with
more than one gate activated at different times within the in-
dow have not been processed. These situations occur when a
bright source is observed at a time sufficiently close to another
(fainter) source to trigger the activation of a gate for a period that
only partly overlaps the observation period of the fainter source.
Truncated windows are currently also excluded from the stream
of input data. These are caused by the overlap on the CCD of two
or more windows and are likely to happen in particularly dense
regions. As described before, the two FoVs of Gaia are both pro-
jected onto the same focal plane and therefore non-dense regions
may experience a high number of complex gate or truncated win-
dow cases if the other FoV points towards a dense region. BP and
RP observations are also more likely to be collected in these non-
nominal configurations given the much longer windows assigned
to them.
At this stage, the data available are in some cases not suffi-
cient or not of sufficient quality to produce a reliable calibration.
This is especially true for some combination of gate and window
configurations that are in principle not expected but occur nev-
ertheless because sources of different magnitudes are observed
simultaneously. In some cases, this also affects the bright end
of the data, where the very limited number of sources makes
the calibration process more challenging. This will affect the
completeness of the epoch data, but is not expected to signif-
icantly affect the mean photometry, except possibly for very
bright sources (G < 5).
Some short periods of observations have been excluded from
the input data because the scientific quality of the corresponding
data is poor. These periods correspond to the activities of refocus
and of decontamination, when several components of the instru-
ments where heated to vaporise the water-based contaminant,
thereby compromising the thermal stability of the instrument.
The exact ranges are given in Riello et al. (2018). These gaps do
not affect the completeness of the mean photometric catalogue,
but will cause short gaps in the epoch photometry.
4. Study of LS and SS calibration coefficients
The photometric calibration is defined by two sets of calibra-
tions that describe different instrumental effects. These are re-
ferred to as large- and small-scale calibrations: the large-scale
(LS) calibration describes features that vary smoothly across the
Fig. 2. Unit-weight standard deviation of the large-scale calibration as a
function of tim (in sa ellite revolutions) for an example calibration u it.
In this case, AF6, Row 1, Window C ass 1, No G te. This is the same as
shown in Evans t al. (2017) for Gaia DR1. The black lin s are for the
prec ding and red for the following FoV calibr tion units. The vert cal
lin s repr sent significant satellite events: scanning law change (ma-
genta), de ontamination (green), and refocuss ng (blue). The approxi-
mate time range cov red by this plot is July 2014 to May 2016.
Fig. 3. Unit-weight standard deviation of the small-scale calibration as a
function of across-scan position on the CCD for an example calibration
unit. In this case, AF9, Row 7, Window Class 1, No Gate. This is the
same as shown in Evans et al. (2017) for Gaia DR1. The black lines
are for the preceding and red for the following FoV calibration units.
The magenta lines show the locations of the CCD stitch blocks, and
the green dots show the location of detected bad columns (from these
calibrations). The cyan lines show the bad columns detected from the
low-level CCD calibrations.
focal plane but vary rapidly, while the small-scale (SS) calibra-
tion takes into account effects that change slowly but may only
affect a small section of the CCD, even a single pixel column. It
is convenient to separate these effects because many more data
need to be accumulated to calibrate out the response of a sin-
gle pixel column than what is needed to determine the overall
response of a CCD with respect to others. On the other hand,
the overall response can change quite rapidly (and at times in a
discontinuous fashion, as in the case of decontamination or refo-
cus events), and therefore our LS calibration needs to be able to
quickly adjust to these changes.
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Fig. 3. Unit-weight standard deviation of the small-scale calibration as a
function of across-scan position on the CCD for an example calibration
unit. In this case, AF9, Row 7, indow Class 1, No Gate. This is the
same as shown in Evans et al. (2017) for Gaia DR1. The black lines
are for the preceding and red for the following FoV calibration units.
The magenta lines show the locations of the CCD stitch blocks, and
the green dots show the location of detected bad columns (from these
calibrations). The cyan lines show the bad columns detected from the
low-level CCD calibrations.
(van Leeuwen 2007) and gives an indication of how good
the so ution model is. When the systematic effects h ve ll
been removed and the quoted errors ar representative of the
underlying di tribution, is value should be around 1.0.
Th s g ificant ch nge that has occurred in the standard devi-
ation plots is that th overall levels have improved. This is a
consequence of the better handling of the for al unc rtainties
on the image parameters and wi hin the calibrations. There is
also consist ncy b tween the median stan ard deviation values
of the LS and SS calibrat ons for comparable magnitude ranges.
This is to be expect d since the most ece t iteration of the SS
calibration is applied to the observations used by the LS cal-
ibrations, and vice versa (Carrasco et al. 2016). For Window
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Fig. 4. Effective calibration factor of the large-scale sensitivity calibra-
tion as a function of time for an example calibration unit. The calibra-
tion unit is the same as in Fig. 2, as are the vertical lines. For this plot,
the detailed colour terms of the calibration model have been combined
to form an effective calibration factor using default colours. This is nec-
essary since there is no constant term in the calibration model equivalent
to a zeropoint. See Carrasco et al. (2016) for more details.
Fig. 5. Effective calibration factor of the small-scale sensitivity calibra-
tion as a function of across-scan position on the CCD for an example
calibration unit. The calibration unit is the same as in Fig. 3, as are the
vertical lines.
Similar to the processing carried out for the first data release,
the calibration coefficients and quality statistics for the LS and
SS calibrations were analysed to assess the overall quality of
the photometry and to indicate where improvements might be
necessary. Updated versions of the plots in Evans et al. (2017)
are shown in Figs. 2 to 5. The unit-weight standard deviation
is defined as the square root of the normalised chi-square (van
Leeuwen 2007) and gives an indication of how good the solu-
tion model is. When the systematic effects have all been removed
and the quoted errors are representative of the underlying distri-
bution, this value should be around 1.0.
The significant change that has occurred in the standard de-
viation plots is that the overall levels have improved. This is a
consequence of the better handling of the formal uncertainties
on the image parameters and within the calibrations. There is
also consistency between the median standard deviation values
of the LS and SS calibrations for comparable magnitude ranges.
This is to be expected since the most recent iteration of the SS
calibration is applied to the observations used by the LS calibra-
tions, and vice versa (Carrasco et al. 2016). For Window Class
12, which has a magnitude range of 13 < G < 16, the median
standard deviation is 1.8 compared to an average of 5.0 for the
LS calibrations in Gaia DR1. The value being higher than the
expected value of 1.0 indicates that either the formal uncertain-
ties are underestimated or that additional terms are needed in the
calibration models. This does not affect the uncertainty on the
weighted mean fluxes since the measured scatter is taken into
account in the calculation, as described in Carrasco et al. (2016)
and Riello et al. (2018).
For the LS calibration, more features can be seen in Fig. 2
compared to the previous release because the standard deviation
values are improved (Evans et al. 2017). While some of the peaks
correspond to anomalous calibrations that are still causing prob-
lems, the majority of the peaks seen are caused by major plan-
ets in the FoV. By comparing the standard deviation in Fig. 2
with the calibration factor in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the planet
crossings that caused the three large peaks in the standard de-
viation around OBMT-REV 2000 have not affected the derived
calibration factors.
In Fig. 3, the only difference compared to Gaia DR1 is the
small peak at about an across-scan (AC) position of 300. At this
position, a feature is seen in the dark signal calibrations and
might indicate that some slight improvement could be made.
However, this is a very small effect and has been mainly ac-
counted for by the SS calibration, see Fig. 5.
Figure 4 shows an example of the time evolution of the effec-
tive calibration factor from the LS calibrations. This is defined
as the multiplicative factor to be applied to the observed flux
to obtain its calibrated value. The factor is different for sources
with different colour and for different AC coordinates; the ef-
fective value shown here corresponds to a default set of colour
terms and the centre of the CCD. The main features seen here
are the effect of the change in response that is due to the chang-
ing levels of contamination on the mirrors and CCDs, see Gaia
Collaboration et al. (2016b). Just before the second decontami-
nation (green line), the contamination is worse in the following
FoV, while at the end of the period used for Gaia DR2, the con-
tamination is worse in the preceding FoV.
As pointed out in Evans et al. (2017), the effective calibration
factor from the SS calibrations, see Fig. 5, is equivalent to a 1D
flat field. While there is an overall slowly changing difference
between the two FoVs, many of the detailed low-level peaks are
in common, indicating that the SS calibration measures the CCD
response variation at the sub-millimagnitude level and that these
peaks are not due to noise.
For the SS calibrations, the observations were split into two
periods, see Riello et al. (2018). Figures 3 and 5 refer to cali-
brations from the initialisation period following the second de-
contamination. Figure 6 shows the difference between two sets
of calibrations from the two periods and shows that the magni-
tude of the differences is very small. Some features between the
two FoVs appear to be in common, indicating that these are real
changes in the CCD response on the timescale of one year. How-
ever, this is approaching the noise level of these calibrations. The
standard deviation of the difference between the two sets of cal-
ibrations is less than 0.5 mmag for all Window Classes and thus
does not raise concerns about the frequency of the SS calibra-
tions.
2 see Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016b) and Gaia Collaboration et al.
(2016a) for more details on the windowing and gating strategy used for
the Gaia observations.
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Fig. 4. Effective calibration factor of the large-scale sensitivity calibra-
tion as a function of time for an example calibration unit. The calibration
unit is the same as in Fig. 2, as are the vertical lines. For this plot, the
detailed colour terms of the calibration model have been combined to
form an effective calibration factor using default colours. This is neces-
sary since there is no constant term in the calibration model equivalent
to a zeropoint. See Carrasco et al. (2016) for more details.
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Fig. 4. Effective calibration factor of the large-scale sensitivity calibra-
tion as a function of time for an example calibration unit. The calibra-
tion unit is the same as in Fig. 2, as are the vertical lines. For this plot,
the detailed colour terms of the calibration model have been combined
to form an effective calibration factor using default colours. This is nec-
essary since there is no constant term in the calibration model equivalent
to a zeropoint. See Carrasco et al. (2016) for more details.
Fig. 5. Effective calibration factor of the small-scale sensitivity calibra-
tion as a function of across-scan position on the CCD for an example
calibration unit. The calibration unit is the same as in Fig. 3, as are the
vertical lines.
Similar to the processing carried out for the first data release,
the calibration coefficients and quality statistics for the LS and
SS calibrations were analysed to assess the overall quality of
the photometry and to indicate where improvements might be
necessary. Updated versions of the plots in Evans et al. (2017)
are shown in Figs. 2 to 5. The unit-weight standard deviation
is defined as the square root of the normalised chi-square (van
Leeuwen 2007) and gives an indication of how good the solu-
tion model is. When the systematic effects have all been removed
and the quoted errors are representative of the underlying distri-
bution, this value should be around 1.0.
The significant change that has occurred in the standard de-
viation plots is that the overall levels have improved. This is a
consequence of the better handling of the formal uncertainties
on the image parameters and within the calibrations. There is
also consistency between the median standard deviation values
of the LS and SS calibrations for comparable magnitude ranges.
This is to be expected since the most recent iteration of the SS
calibration is applied to the observations used by the LS calibra-
tions, and vice versa (Carrasco et al. 2016). For Window Class
12, which has a magnitude range of 13 < G < 16, the median
standard deviation is 1.8 compared to an average of 5.0 for the
LS calibrations in Gaia DR1. The value being higher than the
expected value of 1.0 indicates that either the formal uncertain-
ties are underestimated or that additional terms are needed in the
calibration models. This does not affect the uncertainty on the
weighted mean fluxes since the measured scatter is taken into
account in the calculation, as described in Carrasco et al. (2016)
and Riello et al. (2018).
For the LS calibration, more features can be seen in Fig. 2
compared to the previous release because the standard deviation
values are improved (Evans et al. 2017). While some of the peaks
correspond to anomalous calibrations that are still causing prob-
lems, the majority of the peaks seen are caused by major plan-
ets in the FoV. By comparing the standard deviation in Fig. 2
with the calibration factor in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the planet
crossings that caused the three large peaks in the standard de-
viation around OBMT-REV 2000 have not affected the derived
calibration factors.
In Fig. 3, the only difference compared to Gaia DR1 is the
small peak at about an across-scan (AC) position of 300. At this
position, a feature is seen in the dark signal calibrations and
might indicate that some slight improvement could be made.
However, this is a very small effect and has been mainly ac-
counted for by the SS calibration, see Fig. 5.
Figure 4 shows an example of the time evolution of the effec-
tive calibration factor from the LS calibrations. This is defined
as the multiplicative factor to be applied to the observed flux
to obtain its calibrated value. The factor is different for sources
with different colour and for different AC coordinates; the ef-
fective value shown here corresponds to a default set of colour
terms and the centre of the CCD. The main features seen here
are the effect of the change in response that is due to the chang-
ing levels of contamination on the mirrors and CCDs, see Gaia
Collaboration et al. (2016b). Just before the second decontami-
nation (green line), the contamination is worse in the following
FoV, while at the end of the period used for Gaia DR2, the con-
tamination is worse in the preceding FoV.
As pointed out in Evans et al. (2017), the effective calibration
factor from the SS calibrations, see Fig. 5, is equivalent to a 1D
flat field. While there is an overall slowly changing difference
between the two FoVs, many of the detailed low-level peaks are
in common, indicating that the SS calibration measures the CCD
response variation at the sub-millimagnitude level and that these
peaks are not due to noise.
For the SS calibrations, the observations were split into two
periods, see Riello et al. (2018). Figures 3 and 5 refer to cali-
brations from the initialisation period following the second de-
contamination. Figure 6 shows the difference between two sets
of calibrations from the two periods and shows that the magni-
tude of the differences is very small. Some features between the
two FoVs appear to be in common, indicating that these are real
changes in the CCD response on the timescale of one year. How-
ever, this is approaching the noise level of these calibrations. The
standard deviation of the difference between the two sets of cal-
ibrations is less than 0.5 mmag for all Window Classes and thus
does not raise concerns about the frequency of the SS calibra-
tions.
2 see Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016b) and Gaia Collaboration et al.
(2016a) for more details on the windowing and gating strategy used for
the Gaia observations.
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Fig. 5. Effective calibration factor of the small-scale sensitivity calibra-
tion as a function of cr ss-s an position on the CCD for an example
calibration unit. The calibration unit is the sam as in Fig. 3, as re the
vertical lines.
Class 12, which has a magnitude range of 13 < G < 16, the
median standard deviatio is 1.8 compared to an average of 5.0
for the LS calibrations i G ia DR1. The value being igher than
the expected valu of 1.0 indicates that eit r the formal uncer-
tainties are underestimated or that additional terms are needed
in the calibration models. This does n t affect the uncertainty on
the weighted mean fluxes since the measured catter is taken into
accou t in the calcul tion, as described in Carrasco et al. (2016)
and Ri llo et al. (2018).
For the LS calibration, more f atures can be s in Fig. 2
compared to th previous release because t e standard deviation
values are improved (Evans et al. 20 7). While some of the peaks
correspond to anomalous calibrations that are still causing prob-
lems, the majority of the p aks s en are caused by major planets
in the FoV. By comparing the standard d viation in Fig. 2 with
the calibr tion factor in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the planet
2 See Gaia Collaboration (2016b) for ore details on the windowing
and gating strategy used for the Gaia observations.
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Fig. 6. Difference in effective calibration factor of the SS calibrations
as a function of across-scan position on the CCD (same calibration con-
figuration as Fig. 3) between the two time periods used for the SS cal-
ibrations. We note the change in the ordinate scale. The colour scheme
for the lines is the same as for Figs. 3 and 5.
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Fig. 7. Convergence metric as a function of iteration for the G-band
Window Class 2 large-scale calibrations. The black line shows the L1
norm metric which compares the large-scale calibrations between two
iterations. The last two points compare successive large-scale calibra-
tions at the end of the initial set of iterations where the small-scale cali-
brations have also been carried out (see Carrasco et al. (2016) and Riello
et al. (2018) for more details). The red line shows a modification of the
metric where a default colour system has been used rather than a repre-
sentative sample.
5. Convergence of the large-scale calibrations
As described in Carrasco et al. (2016) and Riello et al. (2018),
a series of iterations of the LS and SS calibrations are carried
out in order to establish the internal photometric system. To
check the convergence of the system, an L1 norm metric is used,
as described in Evans et al. (2017). Figure 7 shows this con-
vergence metric as a function of iteration number for G-band
Window Class 2 calibrations, covering the fainter magnitudes
(G > 16). The black line shows the usual metric using a repre-
sentative range of colour parameters. Although this drops to a
low value (1.2 mmag), it does not converge to zero as might be
expected. This is probably due to the noise level in determining
the calibrations and represents a limit in the achievable calibra-
tion precision. To test this idea further, the L1 norm metric was
Fig. 8. Distribution of the number of G-band CCD transits for each
source. The last bin in the distribution reports the number of sources
with more than 500 G-band CCD transits.
also calculated using a default colour system formed from an av-
erage set of colour parameters (red line in Fig. 7). In this case,
the noise associated with the colour terms of the LS calibrations
does not contribute to the metric, and thus it drops to a lower
level (0.3 mmag) as expected. The convergence results for Win-
dow Class configurations brighter than Window Class 2 show
marginally better results.
In future development cycles, it is intended to develop a met-
ric based on the changes in the reference fluxes between itera-
tions since this would directly measure the stability of the pho-
tometric system. The current system shown here effectively mea-
sures this by proxy.
6. Analysis of source photometry statistics
As in Evans et al. (2017), the analysis of the accumulation data
for Gaia DR2 has a restriction on the minimum number of obser-
vations. For G observations, this is 30, while for GBP and GRP,
it is 3. The reason for this restriction is to minimise the effect
of spurious detections, which will tend not to be cross-matched
with other observations and therefore not have many observa-
tions. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the number of G obser-
vations for each source. The mean and median values are 209
and 196, respectively, which is approximately twice the number
of observations contributing to the first data release. As can be
seen from Fig. 8, the distribution is broad and bimodal, which is
a consequence of the scanning law. The distribution of the num-
ber of GBP and GRP observations is similar, but reduced by a
factor of approximately 9.
Figures 9 to 11 show the distribution of the standard uncer-
tainty on the weighted mean as a function ofG magnitude. These
plots are restricted to sources with approximately 100 CCD tran-
sits in G (equivalent to about 10 GBP and GRP transits) so that
they can be compared to predictions of the uncertainty using the
formulation that can be found in Jordi et al. (2010). The value
of 100 was chosen so that the results from Gaia DR1 for the G
band could be compared with these results. For future releases,
a higher value will be chosen.
The green lines in these plots show the predicted uncertain-
ties using nominal mission parameters for sources with 100 CCD
observations. The red lines show the same predictions, but with a
calibration floor added in quadrature. The estimated calibration
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Fig. 6. Difference in effective calibration factor of the SS calibrations
as a function of across-scan position on the CCD (same calibration
configuration as Fig. 3) between the two time periods used for the
SS calibrations. We note the change in the ordinate scale. The colour
scheme for the lines is the same as for Figs. 3 and 5.
crossings that caused the three large peaks in the standard devi-
ation around OBMT-REV 2000 have not affected the derived
calibration factors.
In Fig. 3, the only difference compared to Gaia DR1 is
the small peak at about an across-scan (AC) position of 300.
At this position, a feature is seen in the dark signal calibra-
tions and might indicate that some slight improvement could be
ma e. However, this is a very small effect and has been mainly
accounted for by the SS calibration, see Fig. 5.
Figure 4 shows an example of the time evolution of the effec-
tive calibration factor from the LS calibrations. This is defined
as the multiplicative factor to be applied to the observed flux to
obtain its calibrated value. The factor is different for sources with
different colour and for different AC coordinates; the effective
value shown here corresponds to a default set of colour terms and
the centre of the CCD. The main features seen here are the effect
of the change in response that is due to the changing levels of
contamination on the mirrors and CCDs, see Gaia Collaboration
(2016b). Just before the second decontamination (green line), the
contamination is worse in t following FoV, while at th end f
the period used for Gaia DR2, the contamination is worse in the
preceding FoV.
As pointed out in Evans et al. (2017), the effective calibration
factor from the SS calibrations, see Fig. 5, is equivalent to a 1D
flat field. While there is an overall slowly changing difference
between the two FoVs, many of the detailed low-level peaks are
in common, indicating that the SS calibration measures the CCD
response variation at the sub-millimagnitude level and that these
peaks are not due to noise.
For the SS calibrations, the observations were split into
two periods, see Riello et al. (2018). Figures 3 and 5 refer to
calibrations from the initialisation period following the second
decontamination. Figure 6 shows the difference between two
sets of calibrations from the two periods and shows that the
magnitude of the differences is very small. Some features
between the two FoVs appear to be in common, indicating that
these are real changes in the CCD response on the timescale of
one year. However, this is approaching the noise level of these
calibrations. The standard deviation of the difference between
the two sets of calibrations is less than 0.5 mmag for all Window
Classes and thus does not raise concerns about the frequency of
the SS calibrations.
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Fig. 6. Difference in effective calibration factor of the SS calibrations
as a function of across-scan position on the CCD (same calibration con-
figuration as Fig. 3) between the two time periods used for the SS cal-
ibrations. We note the change in the ordinate scale. The colour scheme
for the lines is the same as for Figs. 3 and 5.
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Fig. 7. Convergence metric as a function of iteration for the G-band
Window Class 2 large-scale calibrations. The black line shows the L1
norm metric which compares the large-scale calibrations between two
iterations. The last two points compare successive large-scale calibra-
tions at the end of the initial set of iteration where the small-scale cali-
bration have also been carried out s e Carrasco et al. (2016) and Riello
et al. (2018) for more details). The red line sh ws a modification f the
metric where a default colour system has been used rather th n a repre-
sentative sa ple.
5. Convergence of the large- cale calibrations
As described in Carrasco et al. (2016) and Riello et al. (2018),
a series of iterations of the LS and SS calibrations are carried
out in order to establish the internal photometric system. To
check the convergence of the system, an L1 norm metric is used,
as described in Evans et al. (2017). Figure 7 shows this con-
verge ce metric as a function f iteration number for G-band
Window Class 2 calibrations, covering the fainter magnitudes
(G > 16). The black line shows the usual metric using a repre-
sentative range of colour parameters. Although this drops to a
low value (1.2 mmag), it does not converge to zero as might be
expected. This is probably due to the noise level in determining
the calibrations and represents a limit in the achievable calibra-
tion precision. To test this idea further, the L1 norm metric was
Fig. 8. Distribution of the number of G-band CCD transits for each
source. The last bin in the distribution reports the number of sources
with more than 500 G-band CCD transits.
also calculated using a default colour system formed from an av-
erage set of colour parameters (red line in Fig. 7). In this case,
the noise associated with the colour terms of the LS calibrations
does not contribute to the metric, and thus it drops to a lower
level (0.3 mmag) as expected. The convergence results for Win-
dow Class configurations brighter than Window Class 2 show
marginally better results.
In future development cycles, it is intended to develop a met-
ric based on the changes in the reference fluxes between itera-
tions since this would directly measure the stability of the pho-
tometric system. The current system shown here effectively mea-
sures this by proxy.
6. Analysis of source photometry statistics
As in Evans et al. (2017), the analysis of the accumulation data
for Gaia DR2 has a restriction on the minimum number of obser-
vations. For G observations, this is 30, while for GBP and GRP,
it is 3. The reason for this restriction is to minimise the effect
of spurious detections, which will tend not to be cross-matched
with other observations and therefore not have many observa-
tions. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the number of G obser-
vations for each source. The mean and median values are 209
and 196, respectively, which is approximately twice the number
of observations contributing to the first data release. As can be
seen from Fig. 8, the distribution is broad and bimodal, which is
a consequence of the scanning law. The distribution of the num-
ber of GBP and GRP observations is similar, but reduced by a
factor of approximately 9.
Figures 9 to 11 show the distribution of the standard uncer-
tainty on the weighted mean as a function ofG magnitude. These
plots are restricted to sources with approximately 100 CCD tran-
sits in G (equivalent to about 10 GBP and GRP transits) so that
they can be compared to predictions of the uncertainty using the
formulation that can be found in Jordi et al. (2010). The value
of 100 was chosen so that the results from Gaia DR1 for the G
band could be compared with these results. For future releases,
a higher value will be chosen.
The green lines in these plots show the predicted uncertain-
ties using nominal mission parameters for sources with 100 CCD
observations. The red lines show the same predictions, but with a
calibration floor added in quadrature. The estimated calibration
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Fig. 7. Convergence metric as a function of iteration for the G-band
Window Class 2 large-scale calibrations. The black line shows the L1
nor metric which compares the large-scale calibrations between two
iterations. The last two points compare successive large-scale calibra-
tions at the end of the initial set of iterations where the small-scale
calibrations have also been carried out (see Carrasco et al. 2016 and
Riello et al. 2018 for more details). The red line shows a modification
of the metric where a default col ur syste as been used rather than a
representative sample.
5. Convergence of the large-scale calibrations
As described in Carrasco et al. (2016) and Riello et al.
(2018), a series of iterations of the LS and SS calibrations are
carried out in order to establish the internal photometric system.
To check the convergence of the system, an L1 norm metric is
sed, as described in Evans et al. (2017). Figure 7 shows this
convergence metric as a function of iteration number for G-band
Window Class 2 calibrations, covering the fainter magnitudes
(G > 16). The black line s ows the usual metric using a repre-
sentative range of colour parameters. Although this drops to a
low value (1.2 mmag), it does not converge to zero as might be
expected. This is probably due to the noise level in determining
the calibrations and represents a limit in the achievable calibra-
tion precision. To test this id a further, th L1 norm met ic was
also calculated using a d fault colour system formed from an
average et of c lour parameters ( ed line in Fig. 7). In this ase,
the noise associated with the colour terms of the LS calibrations
does ot contribute to the metric, and thus it drops to a lower
level (0.3 mmag) as expected. The convergence results for Win-
dow Class configurations brighter than Window Class 2 show
marginally better results.
In future development cycles, it is intended to develop a
metric based on the changes in the reference fluxes between
iterations since this would directly measure the stability of the
photometric system. The current system shown here effectively
measures this by proxy.
6. Analysis of source photometry statistics
As in Evans et al. (2017), the analysis of the accumulation data
for Gaia DR2 has a restriction on the minimum number of
observations. For G observations, this is 30, while for GBP and
GRP, it is 3. The reason for this restriction is to minimise the
effect of spurious detections, which will tend not to be cross-
matched with other observations and therefore not have many
observations. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the number of
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Fig. 6. Difference in effective calibration factor of the SS calibrations
as a function of across-scan position on the CCD (same calibration con-
figuration as Fig. 3) between the two time periods used for the SS cal-
ibrations. We note the change in the ordinate scale. The colour scheme
for the lines is the same as for Figs. 3 and 5.
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Fig. 7. Convergence metric as a function of iteration for the G-band
Window Class 2 large-scale calibrations. The black line shows the L1
norm metric which compares the large-scale calibrations between two
iterations. The last two points compare successive large-scale calibra-
tions at the end of the initial set of iterations where the small-scale cali-
brations have also been carried out (see Carrasco et al. (2016) and Riello
et al. (2018) for more details). The red line shows a modification of the
metric where a default colour system has been used rather than a repre-
sentative sample.
5. Convergence of the large-scale calibrations
As described in Carrasco et al. (2016) and Riello et al. (2018),
a series of iterations of the LS and SS calibrations are carried
out in order to establish the internal photometric system. To
check the convergence of the system, an L1 norm metric is used,
as described in Evans et al. (2017). Figure 7 shows this con-
vergence metric as a function of iteration number for G-band
Window Class 2 calibrations, covering the fainter magnitudes
(G > 16). The black line shows the usual metric using a repre-
sentative range of colour parameters. Although this drops to a
low value (1.2 mmag), it does not converge to zero as might be
expected. This is probably due to the noise level in determining
the calibrations and represents a limit in the achievable calibra-
tion precision. To test this idea further, the L1 norm metric was
Fig. 8. Distribution of the number of G-band CCD transits for each
source. The last bin in the distribution reports the number of sources
with more than 500 G-band CCD transits.
also calculated using a default colour system formed from an av-
erage set of colour parameters (red line in Fig. 7). In this case,
the noise associated with the colour terms of the LS calibrations
does not contribute to the metric, and thus it drops to a lower
level (0.3 mmag) as expected. The convergence results for Win-
dow Class configurations brighter than Window Class 2 show
marginally better results.
In future development cycles, it is intended to develop a met-
ric based on the changes in the reference fluxes between itera-
tions since this would directly measure the stability of the pho-
tometric system. The current system shown here effectively mea-
sures this by proxy.
6. Analysis of source photometry statistics
As in Evans et al. (2017), the analysis of the accumulation data
for Gaia DR2 has a restriction on the minimum number of obser-
vations. For G observations, this is 30, while for GBP and GRP,
it is 3. The reason for this restriction is to minimise the effect
of spurious detections, which will tend not to be cross-matched
with other observations and therefore not have many observa-
tions. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the number of G obser-
vations for each source. The mean and median values are 209
and 196, respectively, which is approximately twice the number
of observations contributing to the first data release. As can be
seen from Fig. 8, the distribution is broad and bimodal, which is
a consequence of the scanning law. The distribution of the num-
ber of GBP and GRP observations is similar, but reduced by a
factor of approximately 9.
Figures 9 to 11 show the distribution of the standard uncer-
tainty on the weighted mean as a function ofG magnitude. These
plots are restricted to sources with approximately 100 CCD tran-
sits in G (equivalent to about 10 GBP and GRP transits) so that
they can be compared to predictions of the uncertainty using the
formulation that can be found in Jordi et al. (2010). The value
of 100 was chosen so that the results from Gaia DR1 for the G
band could be compared with these results. For future releases,
a higher value will be chosen.
The green lines in these plots show the predicted uncertain-
ties using nominal mission parameters for sources with 100 CCD
observations. The red lines show the same predictions, but with a
calibration floor added in quadrature. The estimated calibration
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Fig. 8. Distribution of the number of G-band CCD transits for each
source. The last bin in the distribution reports the number of sources
with more than 500 G-band CCD transits.
Fig. 9. Distribution of uncertainty on the weighted mean G value as
a function of the same G magnitude. The orange line shows the mode
of the distribution. This pl t is restricted to all sources with between 90
and 110 G observations. The magenta li e hows the equivalent results
from Gaia DR1 as shown in Fig. 17 of Evans et al. (2017). The gr en
line shows the expected uncertainties for sources with 100G-band CCD
transits and for a nominal mission with perfect calibrations. The red
line shows the same uncertainty function, but with a calibration uncer-
tainty of 2 mmag added in quadrature to the individual observations.
The dashed black line has a slope of 0.4 and indicates that the faint
end is sky dominated. The distribution has been normalized along the
magnitude axis, i.e. scaled so that each magnitude bin has the same
number of sources in order to show features along the whole magnitude
range.
G observations for each source. The mean and median values
are 209 and 196, respectively, which is approximately twice the
number of observations contributing to the first data release. As
can be seen from Fig. 8, the distribution is broad and bimodal,
which is a consequence of the scanning law. The distribution of
the number of GBP and GRP observations is similar, but reduced
by a factor of approximately 9.
Figures 9–11 show the distribution of the standard uncer-
tainty on the weighted mean as a function ofG magnitude. These
plots are restricted to sources with approximately 100 CCD tran-
sits in G (equivalent to about 10 GBP and GRP transits) so that
they can be compared to predictions of the uncertainty using the
Fig. 10. Distribution of uncertainty on the weighted mean GBP value
as a function of the same G magnitude. The lines shown are equivalent
to those of Fig. 9. In this case, the plot is restricted to all sources with
10 GBP observations. The green line shows the expected uncertainties
for sources with 10 GBP transits and for a nominal mission with perfect
calibrations. The red line shows the same uncertainty function, but with
a calibration uncertainty of 5 mmag added in quadrature to the individ-
ual observations. The dashed black line has a slope of 0.4 and indicates
that the faint end is sky dominated.
Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10, but for GRP. In this case, the red line shows
nominal uncertainty function with a calibration uncertainty of 3 mmag
added in quadrature to the individual observations.
formulation that can be found in Jordi et al. (2010). The value
of 100 was chosen so that the results from Gaia DR1 for the
G band could be compared with these results. For future releases,
a higher value will be chosen.
The green lines in these plots show the predicted uncer-
tainties using nominal mission parameters for sources with
100 CCD observations. The red lines show the same predictions,
but with a calibration floor added in quadrature. The estimated
calibration floors are 2, 5, and 3 mmag for G, GBP, and GRP,
respectively. For the G band, this represents an overall improve-
ment in the calibrations from the 3 mmag level attained in the
first data release. No GBP and GRP photometry was released for
Gaia DR1 to be compared with the current results. We also
show in Fig. 9 the results from Gaia DR1 (magenta line), which
indicate an overall improvement in the calibrations and image
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parameter determination (IPD) in this data release over all mag-
nitude ranges. A number of features in these plots require further
comment, however, since many of these features were present at
a higher level in Gaia DR1; more detail about their causes can
be found in Evans et al. (2017). At the faint end, G > 18, the
performance has improved as a result of changes in the IPD.
This is not as good as the predicted values because stray light
levels are higher than expected. The faintest sources, G > 21.3,
are probably spurious detections or have unreliable photometry.
These number a few million, but are visible in Fig. 9 because the
distribution is normalised along the magnitude axis.
The features in Fig. 9 seen at around G = 13 and 16
are related to changes in the window class of the observa-
tions. Improvements in the Gate/Window Class link calibrations
(Riello et al. 2018) have reduced the size of these features with
respect to the first data release. Although the peak at G = 16
has almost gone, the peak at G = 13 remains, but is narrower.
Another reason for the performance gain at G = 16 is that
the determination of the line spread function (LSF) has been
improved and thus does not provide a possible calibration floor
at the bright end of this window class configuration.
There are considerable improvements in the performance for
sources brighter than G = 12, where saturation becomes impor-
tant. This is attributed to an improved masking of saturated
samples as part of the cyclic IPD process. A further improve-
ment in this data release for the brighter sources comes from a
better calibration of the point spread function (PSF).
The data for the GBP and GRP photometry shown in
Figs. 10 and 11 are very different and show far fewer features.
There is only one window class configuration change for these
observations; this occurs at G = 11.5. Even though the win-
dows for the brighter sources are transmitted to the ground as
2D windows, the photometric processing treats them as aperture
photometry in the same way as for the 1D windows. This means
that it is unlikely that a jump is introduced into the photometric
system during the initialization process. This is confirmed by the
external catalogue comparisons, see Fig. 14, and by there being
no peak at G = 11.5 in Figs. 10 and 11. Moreover, because the
light is spread by the prisms, saturation is much less of a prob-
lem inGBP andGRP. Simulations have shown that saturation only
occurs for GRP for the brightest and reddest sources.
The most noticeable feature seen in these plots is the broad-
ening of the distributions in the range between G = 15 and 19.
This change in the distribution also moves the mode (orange line)
away from the expected uncertainties (green line). The explana-
tion for this is that the sample of sources used for this analysis is
restricted to certain areas of the sky, which in turn is due to the
combination of the selection on number of observations and the
scanning law. One of these areas contains the Galactic centre and
has strong crowding effects, where the observations are contam-
inated by near neighbours and thus will have a larger scatter than
normal. Because of this, some of the sources will have a larger
uncertainty on the weighted mean through this increased scatter
than sources in other non-crowded areas. These effects are more
prominent in GBP and GRP because of the larger window size.
That at the faint end (G > 20) the uncertainties in GBP and GRP
seem to be smaller than expected might be due to an underesti-
mated background, implying a higher signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
than what would be expected for the G magnitude.
Figures 9 to 11 also show black dashed lines with a 0.4 slope
that match the distributions at the faint end, thus indicating
that the observations there are sky dominated. While this was
expected for the BP and RP instruments, the G observations
were intended to be source dominated (green line in Fig. 9).
The G observations are sky dominated because additional
stray light enters the telescope. This is described in detail in
Gaia Collaboration (2016b). Another potentially useful statistic
derived from the source-based photometry are the P-values,
which can be used to identify variable sources. The P-value is the
probability that a set of observations is consistent with the null
hypothesis. In this case, the null hypothesis is that the source
is constant and that the data are well calibrated, including the
errors. The performance of the Gaia DR2 P-values is similar to
that reported in Evans et al. (2017) for Gaia DR1, even though
the estimation of the fluxes and formal uncertainties on individ-
ual G CCD transits has improved, as have the calibrations. The
P-value test is extremely sensitive to underestimation or overesti-
mation of uncertainties or calibration problems. For Gaia DR2,
it is likely that the formal uncertainties on the G CCD tran-
sits are slightly underestimated. However, the calculation of the
weighted mean accounts for this and the estimation of the uncer-
tainty on this quantity is realistic. The GBP and GRP photometry
is not affected by this. It should be pointed out that the uncertain-
ties quoted on the mean values are showing precision from a ran-
dom perspective: systematics that are a function of source-based
parameters are significantly larger, as described in other sections.
The left plot in Fig. 12 shows the variation with sky posi-
tion of the uncertainty on the weighted mean for G for sources
that generally are observed in Window Class 1, that is, a magni-
tude range of 13 < G < 16. The other plots in this figure show
the distribution of the number of observations per source and
the source density. As can be seen in these plots, the uncer-
tainty improves with more observations and degrades in areas of
high density through crowding effects. The density plot shown
in Fig. 12 covers the faintest magnitude range that is analysed
since this is the most relevant for the assessment of crowding.
The variation seen in the other passbands and Window Classes
is very similar.
7. Comparisons with external catalogues
As pointed out in Evans et al. (2017), comparisons with external
photometric catalogues can prove useful, but care must be taken
that any differences are attributed to the correct source. The pho-
tometric precision of Gaia is usually much better than that of
the external catalogues, so that the width of the distribution of
differences between Gaia magnitudes and those coming from
other external catalogues will be dominated by the uncertain-
ties in the external catalogue photometry. The average difference
and its variation with magnitude are the most useful indica-
tors when validating Gaia photometry versus other catalogues.
It should also be noted that the angular resolution of Gaia is bet-
ter than that of ground-based catalogues, and in order to avoid
high-density regions, where crowding may be a problem, sources
close to the Galactic plane (|b| < 10◦) have been excluded from
these comparisons. This also reduces any problems linked with
reddening in these comparisons.
The main comparisons made for DR2 have been made with
respect to Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2000), APASS (AAVSO Photomet-
ric All-Sky Survey, Henden et al. 2015) and SDSS DR12 (Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, Alam et al. 2015). In the Gaia DR1 analysis,
only a G-band comparison was required. In order to avoid com-
plications linked to absorption, luminosity class, and population,
a simple approach was used in which the external passbands
were compared directly with G and no transformations were
used. This method was aided by the comparison being out of
the Galactic plane, thus avoiding most extinction effects, and it
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Fig. 12. Sky distribution in equatorial coordinates of the uncertainty on the weighted mean in G for sources in the magnitude range 13 to 16
(left plot). The middle plot shows the number of observations per source and the right plot the number of sources with G > 16 per level 6
Healpixel.
Fig. 13. Comparisons of the three Gaia passbands, G, GBP, and GRP, with respect to the transformed VT photometry from the external photometric
catalogue Tycho-2. The green and black lines show the median and one sigma points of the residual distributions, respectively.
Fig. 14. Comparisons of the three Gaia passbands, G, GBP, and GRP, with respect to the transformed r′ photometry from the external photometric
catalogue APASS. The green and black lines show the median and one sigma points of the residual distributions, respectively.
Fig. 15. Comparisons of the three Gaia passbands, G, GBP, and GRP, with respect to the transformed r′ photometry from the external photometric
catalogue SDSS. The green and black lines show the median and one sigma points of the residual distributions, respectively. The red lines show
possible flux offsets to the Gaia photometry that match the systematics seen at the faint end. These correspond to values of −4, 5, and 6 e−s−1 for
G, GBP, and GRP, respectively.
was restricted to the colour range 1.0<GBP−GRP < 1.2. In this
narrow colour range, the colour term between theG and r′ bands
is very small and contributes very little to the overall width of
the comparison. However, for Gaia DR2, comparisons must be
made with the GBP and GRP photometry, where the assumption
of a small colour term is invalid. Using transformations given in
Appendix A, the r′ and VT photometry from the external cata-
logues was converted into the three Gaia passbands. The narrow
colour restriction was maintained, thus avoiding any problems
with the transformations at extreme colour. A zeropoint offset
was also applied to aid the comparisons.
Figure 13 shows the comparison with the Tycho-2 catalogue.
In the G comparison, a small gradient is seen between G = 7
and 11, resulting in a systematic of up to 10 mmag. This matches
the consistency results in Arenou et al. (2018). The GBP and GRP
comparisons in the same magnitude range are consistent with no
significant differences between the two catalogues. The upturn
seen at the faint end in all three comparisons is probably due to a
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Fig. 16. Sky distribution of the median difference between the Gaia
G magnitude and a G-band magnitude estimated from the SDSS
r and i photometry using the photometric transformations listed in
Appendix A. The comparison is limited to sources with 13 < G <
21, 0.6 < r − i < 1.2, Gaia photometric errors lower than 0.03, and
SDSS photometric errors lower than 0.05. The median value for each
HEALPix pixel is computed over all sources falling in the same pixel of
level 8.
bias in the Tycho-2 data, especially since this upturn is not seen
in the APASS comparison.
Figure 14 shows the comparison with the APASS catalogue.
The small jump of 2 mmag seen at G = 13 in the G band com-
parison is probably linked to a Window Class change in Gaia.
Although the Gate/Window Class calibration is specifically run
to solve this problem, see Carrasco et al. (2016) for more details,
it does not remove this effect entirely, and the performance is
similar to that of Gaia DR1 at this magnitude. For GBP and GRP,
the corresponding Window Class change occurs at G = 11.5, and
the above comparisons show that the calibration has worked very
well in this case.
The systematic differences seen at the bright end are likely
to originate in the APASS photometry since they are seen in
all three comparisons. Comparisons with the Gaia DR1 perfor-
mance shown in Sect. 10 of Evans et al. (2017), where a bump
was seen atG = 11, indicate that the handling of saturation effects
have been improved.
Figure 15 shows the comparison with the SDSS cata-
logue. The 3–4 mmag jump seen at G = 16 is associated with
another Window Class change in Gaia and indicates that the
Gate/Window Class calibration has not fully succeeded in this
case. The size of the jump is about half that seen in Gaia DR1.
At the faint end, “hockey stick” features are seen in all three
passband comparisons. Assuming that this has a Gaia rather than
an SDSS origin, a possible explanation for these trends is that the
background subtraction has not been fully successful. In order
to estimate the size of these effects on the three passbands, lines
have been drawn on the plots in Fig. 15 that represent the effect of
a single flux offset that might be representative of an erroneous
background determination. These flux offsets are not fits to the
data, but representative values. It is still unclear whether a single
value can be used for all sources. Additionally, the trends seen
at the faint end could also be affected by catalogue incomplete-
ness caused by the magnitude detection threshold in the Gaia
data.
A sky distribution of the median difference in the G band
between Gaia photometry and SDSS is shown in Fig. 16. All
SDSS sources with a cross-match to the Gaia DR2 catalogue
and with photometric errors in the r and i bands lower than 0.05
were considered for this plot. The G-band photometry for the
SDSS catalogue was derived from r and i photometry using the
Fig. 17. Flux excess versus colour. Top: nearby sources ($ > 15mas).
Bottom: sources near the centre of the LMC. The dotted line corre-
sponds to 1.3 + 0.06(GBP–GRP)2.
photometric transformations presented in the Appendix A. An
additional zeropoint offset of 0.16 mag was removed to centre
the distribution of residuals around zero. Only sources with a
r − i colour within the range [0.6, 1.2], well within the valid-
ity range of the photometric transformation, were selected. The
Galactic plane stands out with larger differences between Gaia
and SDSS magnitudes. Beyond the Galactic plane, the system-
atics are dominated by the SDSS photometry, as proven by the
fact that the most prominent features are aligned with the SDSS
scans through the sky.
8. BP/RP flux excess
For most sources we have flux estimations in three bands: G,
GBP, andGRP. TheG flux, IG, is determined from a profile-fitting
to a narrow image, while the BP and RP fluxes, IBP and IRP,
give the total flux in a field of 3.5 × 2.1 arcsec2. These fluxes are
therefore much more susceptible to contamination from nearby
sources or an unusually bright sky background than the G flux.
For Gaia DR2, no deblending was applied, and we may expect
that the colour information for a source often suffers from con-
tamination. It is therefore recommended to check that the fluxes
in the three bands are consistent with the assumption of a source
being isolated if accurate colour information is required.
The GBP and GRP passbands overlap slightly and have a
somewhat better response in their respective wavelength ranges
than G, so to a first approximation, we expect the sum of the
BP and RP fluxes to exceed the G flux by only a small factor.
We define the phot_bp_rp_excess_factor in the Gaia DR2
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Fig. 18. Median flux excess in galactic coordinates for a random set of
sources.
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Fig. 19. Median flux excess versus magnitude for nearby sources, for
sources near the LMC centre, and for random sets of blue and red
sources.
The magnitude dependence of the flux excess is shown in
Fig. 19. We show median values for the nearby and LMC
datasets, as well as for randomly selected blue and red sources.
For sources brighter than 17–18 mag, the behaviour is good, with
the exception of the very bright end, that is, G below 3.5 mag,
where saturation issues are very likely at play. The blue and red
sources stay at almost constant levels, while the nearby selection
becomes redder at fainter colours. Beyond about 18 mag, the
median values shoot upwards, indicating that very many sources
show one or more of the above issues.
As mentioned, the flux excess factor may occasionally reach
extremely high values that indicate a very serious crowding, pro-
cessing, or calibration issue. In these cases, the BP and RP fluxes
have little relation to the source in question, and as a precaution,
they have been removed from the data release. The limit applied
in Gaia DR2 is a flux excess of five. The diagrams discussed
above have all been produced before applying this filter.
Sources can show high flux excess for many reasons. The
dominating reasons are binarity, crowding, and incomplete back-
ground modelling, but extended objects or galaxies can cause
problems. Obviously, the surroundings of very bright sources are
a particular challenge. All these problems will mostly affect the
GBP and GRP measurements because of the longer windows, but
they can also disturb the G-band observations.
We therefore recommend that a filter be applied in order to
remove the more problematic sources. This can be done with a
requirement such as
C < a + b(GBP −GRP)2, (1)
where C is the flux excess, and a and b must be chosen depend-
ing on the characteristics of the sample under study and on how
clean a subset is needed.
At the present stage of Gaia data processing, many sources
show one or more of these problems, but the number of Gaia
sources is very large, and with suitable filtering, many clean
sources still remain.
9. Validation of the external flux calibration and
passband determination
The external calibration effectively provides a means to relate
the photometric system defined by the internal calibration to
other photometric systems and allows for physical interpretation
of data. This is achieved by providing a response function and
an absolute zeropoint for each passband. The response function
model depends on a set of adjustable parameters that modifies its
shape and is designed to reproduce the nominal passband curves
given in Jordi et al. (2010) when all parameters are set to zero.
The optimal set of parameters is obtained by minimising the
residuals between synthetic flux predictions and the correspond-
ing internally calibrated value for a set of spectro-photometric
standard stars (SPSS) described in Pancino et al. (2012) and Al-
tavilla et al. (2015). A complete description of the calibration
model and algorithms used for Gaia DR2 release can be found in
the online documentation. However, any passband derived in this
way has an arbitrary component because the SPSS cannot cover
the full space of parameters. For this reason, we have built the
model based on the pre-launch knowledge about the instrument
overall response in the form of nominal passband curves. How-
ever, this procedure does not fix the passband shapes univocally
because of uncertainties in the various elements that make up the
response curve, and above all, because the current photometric
system is effectively set by the internal calibration through the
selection of internal calibrators and by the algorithms adopted to
remove spatial and time-varying instrumental effects. The GBP
and GRP cases offer a concrete example of these complexities
because the steep cut-offs cannot be properly constrained by the
fitting process alone: the assumption made for the Gaia DR2
processing was that the actual cut-offs could only deviate from
the nominal cut-offs by small amounts (6 3 nm). The calibrated
photonic passbands obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 20.
However, a subsequent analysis using BP and RP spectral data
of the same SPSS revealed that the nominal curves for the pho-
tometer transmissivity used in the modelling process were not
the most up-to-date curves provided by the satellite manufac-
turer, and at least in the RP case, a significant deviation with
respect to the correct curve was present in the cut-off position.
Thus, the redefinition of the cut-off properties along with some
other minor fixes in the procedures led to a revised set of pass-
bands that is shown in Fig. 21. To distinguish between the two
sets, we will hereafter use DR2 for the first set and REV for the
revised set. An important consequence of this revision is that the
photometric zeropoints slightly changed from those derived for
the Gaia DR2 processing. Since a reprocessing of the whole cat-
alogue was not feasible in the Gaia DR2 schedule, it has been
decided to proceed with the former zeropoints and passbands to
ensure internal consistency between different DPAC subsystems,
and to publish the revised passbands and zeropoints as a service
to those users who wish to make precise prediction of Gaia pho-
tometry for isochrones etc. The comparison of the photometric
properties of the two sets (by computing synthetic magnitudes
on extended library spectral energy distributions, SEDs, with a
large coverage in astrophysical parameters) shows that while the
predicted magnitudes are basically equivalent in the colour range
GBP−GRP ' [−0.5, 2.5], a linear trend arises at redder colours
that produces differences of up to 0.1 mag and 0.08 mag at GBP
−GRP ' 6 in G and GRP, respectively. Table 1 provides a sum-
Table 1. Photometric zeropoints in the VEGAMAG system.
Band ZPDR2 σDR2 ZPREV σREV ∆ZP
G 25.6884 0.0018 25.6914 0.0011 0.0030
GBP 25.3514 0.0014 25.3488 0.0005 -0.0026
GRP 24.7619 0.0019 24.7627 0.0035 0.0008
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Fig. 19. edian flux excess versus magnitude for nearby sources, for
sources near the L C centre, and for random sets of blue and red
sources.
archiv as the simpl flux ratio C = (IBP + IRP)/IG. Figure 17
shows this factor versus the observed colour for nearby sources
in th top pane nd fo sources towards the centre of the Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC) in the bottom panel. Most of the
n arby sources are confined to a narrow band s ightly below
the dotted line (1.3 + 0.06(GBP −GRP)2). We interpret this band
as th well-behaved single source . We also ote a cloud of
points with excess around 2–3, however, which must be heavily
affected, plus points with very low or very high values. The full
range extends from 0.02 to more than 700. For the very crowded
LMC area, the narrow band of well-behaved sources is still vis-
ible, but now more like a lower nvelope. The affected sources
here cluster at much bluer colours than for the ge eral nearby
sources.
Figure 18 shows the median excess factor across the sky.
Very dense areas like the Galactic centr and the Magellanic
cl uds stand out with high excess levels, as can b expected
because of the crowding. The c ntral Galactic regions resem-
ble ne r-inf ared images. We also note a n rrow band along the
ecliptic plan , where th excess is likely due to insufficient sub-
t action of zodiaca light. This sugge ts that the sky background
is not always w ll modelled and can leave an imprint on the
fluxes, and ther by the colours, for faint sources.
The magn tude depende ce of the flux excess is shown
in Fig. 19. We show median values fo the nearby and LMC
datasets, as well as for randomly selected blue and red sources.
For sources brighter than 17–18 mag, the behaviour is good, with
the exception of the very bright end, that is, G below 3.5 mag,
where saturation issues are very likely at play. The blue and red
sources stay at almost constant levels, while the nearby selec-
tion becomes redder at fainter colours. Beyond about 18 mag, the
median values shoot upwards, indicating that very many sources
show one or more of the above issues.
As mentioned, the flux excess factor may occasionally reach
extremely high values that indicate a very serious crowding, pro-
cessing, or calibration issue. In these cases, the BP and RP fluxes
have little relation to the source in question, and as a precaution,
they have been removed from the data release. The limit applied
in Gaia DR2 is a flux excess of five. The diagrams discussed
above have all been produced before applying this filter.
Sources can show high flux excess for many reasons.
The dominating reasons are binarity, crowding, and incom-
plete background modelling, but extended objects or galax-
ies can cause problems. Obviously, the surroundings of very
bright sources are a particular challenge. All these problems
will mostly affect the GBP and GRP measurements because
of the longer windows, but they can also disturb the G-band
observations.
We therefore recommend that a filter be applied in order to
remove the more problematic sources. This can be done with a
requirement such as
C < a + b(GBP −GRP)2, (1)
whereC is the flux excess, and a and bmust be chos n depending
on the characteristic of the sample under study and on how clean
a subset is needed.
At the p esent stage of Gaia data proc ssing, many sources
show one or more of th se pr blems, but the numb r of Gaia
s urces is very large, and with suitable filtering, many clean
sources still remain.
9. Validation of the external flux calibration and
passband determination
The external calibration effectively provides a means to relate
the photometric system defined by the internal calibration to
other photometric systems and allows for physical interpretation
of data. This is achieved by providing a response function and
an absolute zeropoint for each passband. The response function
model depends on a set of adjustable parameters that modifies its
shape and is designed to reproduce the nominal passband curves
given in Jordi et al. (2010) when all parameters are set to zero.
The optimal set of parameters is obtained by minimising the
residuals between synthetic flux predictions and the correspond-
ing internally calibrated value for a set of spectro-photometric
standard stars (SPSS) described in Pancino et al. (2012) and
Altavilla et al. (2015). A complete description of the calibration
model and algorithms used for Gaia DR2 release can be found
in the online documentation. However, any passband derived in
this way has an arbitrary component because the SPSS cannot
cover the full space of parameters. For this reason, we have built
the model based on the pre-launch knowledge about the instru-
ment overall response in the form of nominal passband curves.
However, this procedure does not fix the passband shapes uni-
vocally because of uncertainties in the various elements that
make up the response curve, and above all, because the current
photometric system is effectively set by the internal calibration
through the selection of internal calibrators and by the algo-
rithms adopted to remove spatial and time-varying instrumental
effects. The GBP and GRP cases offer a concrete example of
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Fig. 20. Calibrated three Gaia passbands, G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP (right) used for Gaia DR2 processing. The calibration has been achieved
using a set of 93 SPSS. Black lines represent nominal response curves, while the coloured lines show the calibrated curves. Shaded areas represent
the ±1σ level: the error curve has been computed by standard propagation of the uncertainty using the model covariance matrix obtained in the
model-fitting process. The bottom panels show the difference between calibrated and nominal curves.
Fig. 21. Revised set of calibrated Gaia passbands for G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP (right). These passbands represent the Gaia DR2 photometric
system more accurately. Black lines represent nominal response curves, while the coloured lines show the calibrated curves. Shaded areas represent
the ±1σ level.
mary of the zeropoints for the two sets of passbands: ZPDR2 are
the zeropoints used for the Gaia DR2 processing, that is, the ze-
ropoints used to convert mean integrated fluxes into the final G,
GBP, and GRP magnitudes. These zeropoints must be used to-
gether with the DR2 passband set to compare for example syn-
thetic magnitudes computed on SEDs with the corresponding
published magnitudes.
Once the photometric system passbands are calibrated, the
direct comparison between synthetic and instrumental magni-
tudes shown in Fig. 22 exhibits a flat distribution. In this figure
the comparison is made by assuming the REV passband set: the
corresponding comparison made on the DR2 set is substantially
equivalent and is not shown here, but can be found in the on-
line documentation. Notably, the SPSS photometry alone is not
sufficient to distinguish between the two sets of passbands. The
system zeropoints, shown in the plots as horizontal black lines,
are not computed as the mean values of the displayed data, but
instead as
ZP = +2.5 log
PA ∫  fVegaλ (λ) λ109 hc
 S (λ) dλ  , (2)
where PA = 0.7278 m2 is the Gaia telescope pupil area, wave-
lengths λ are expressed in nm, S (λ) is the calibrated pass-
band, and fVegaλ (λ) is the energy flux distribution per wave-
length units of the reference Vega spectrum expressed in units
of W nm−1m−2. For the Gaia DR2 release, we assumed as ref-
erence distribution the unreddened A0V star Kurucz/ATLAS9
Vega spectrum (CDROM 19) with Te f f = 9550 K, log g
= 3.95 dex, [Fe/H] = −0.5 dex, and vmicro = 2 km s−1; this
model has been normalized by imposing the condition that the
energy flux at λ = 550 nm is f550 = 3.660 10−11 Wm−2nm−1
according to Straižys (1992).
The above formula implies that the calibrated passbands are
normalised so that a source-integrated flux can be estimated by
convolving them with the corresponding SED expressed in units
of photons s−1nm−1m−2 and scaling the result by the Gaia tele-
scope pupil area.
The residual distributions of the differences with respect to
the zeropoints are shown in Fig. 23 as function of the SPSS G,
GBP, and GRP magnitudes and reflect the self-consistency be-
tween the observed and predicted synthetic fluxes. The mea-
sured rms of the residuals are 0.013, 0.012, and 0.016 mags
for G, GBP, and GRP, respectively: these values are in agree-
ment with the Gaia end-of-mission requirement for the SPSS
flux precision, which has been set to ' 1%, and are notably
higher than the formal zeropoint errors of Tab. 1 because they
also include the contribution from SEDs noise. As a further val-
idation for calibrated passbands, we have used data from three
different spectral libraries, the STIS Next Generation Spectral
Library (NGSL) (Heap & Lindler 2007), the CALSPEC spectral
database (Bohlin et al. 2017), and the Stritzinger spectral library
(Stritzinger et al. 2005) to compare synthetic magnitudes com-
puted with the two set of passbands with the corresponding DR2
magnitudes. The cross-match between the libraries and Gaia
DR2 release produced an initial list of 118, 50, and 93 objects
for the NGSL, CALSPEC, and Stritzinger library, respectively:
selecting sources with G > 6 and and |Gsynth−GDR2| < 0.125
to avoid excessive saturation and possible poor matches left the
number of objects equal to 40, 43, and 81, respectively. Figure
24 shows the residuals for the three bands as a function of the G,
GBP, and GRP magnitudes. The top plots refer to the DR2 pass-
bands, and the bottom plots show the residuals obtained with
the REV passbands. While the NGSL- and CALSPEC-predicted
photometry shows a satisfactory agreement with Gaia DR2 data
(with the only exception of CALSPEC G data, which exhibit
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Fig. 20. Calibrated three Gaia passbands, G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP (right) used for Gaia DR2 processing. The calibration has been achieved
using a set of 93 SPSS. Black lines represent nominal response curves, while the coloured lines show the calibrated curves. Shaded areas represent
the ±1σ level: the error curve has been computed by standard propagation of the uncertainty using the model covariance matrix obtained in the
model-fitting process. The bottom panels show the difference between calibrated and nominal curves.
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mary of the zeropoints for the two sets of pa sbands: ZPDR2 are
the zeropoints used for he Gaia DR2 processing, hat is, the ze-
ropoints used to co vert mean int grated fluxes into the final G,
GBP, and GRP magnitudes. These zer points must be us d to
gether with the DR2 passband set to compare for exam le syn-
thetic magnitudes computed on SEDs with the corresponding
published magnitudes.
On e the photometric sy tem passbands a e calibrated, the
direct c mparison between synthetic and instrume tal ma ni-
udes shown i Fig. 22 exhibits a flat distribution. In this figur
the compar son is m de by assumi g the REV passband se : the
correspo ding comparison made on the DR2 set is substantially
equivalent a d is ot shown here, but can be found in the on-
line documenta on. Notably, the SPSS photometry alo e is not
ufficient t distinguish between the two sets of p ssb nds. The
system zero oints, hown in the plots as orizont l black lines,
are not computed as the mean values of the displayed data, but
instead as
ZP = +2.5 log
PA ∫  fVegaλ (λ) λ109 hc
 S (λ) dλ  , (2)
where PA = 0.7278 m2 is the Gaia telescope pupil area, w ve
lengths λ are expressed in nm, S (λ) is the calibrated pass-
band, and fVegaλ (λ) is the ner y flux distribution per wave-
length units of the reference Vega spectrum expressed in units
of W nm−1m−2. For the Gaia DR2 release, we ass med as ref-
erence dis ibution the unreddened A0V star Kurucz/ATLAS9
Vega spectrum (CDROM 19) with Te f f = 9550 K, log g
= 3.95 dex, [Fe/H] = −0.5 dex, and vmicro = 2 km s−1; this
model has been normalized by imposing the condition that the
energy flux at λ = 550 nm is f550 = 3.660 10−11 Wm−2nm−1
according to Straižys (1992).
The above formula implies that the calibr ted pa sbands are
n rmalised so that a source-integrated flux can be estimated by
convolvi g them with the corresponding SED expressed in units
of photons s−1nm−1m−2 and scaling the result by the Gaia tele-
scope pupil area.
The residual di tributions of the differences wi respect to
the zeropoints are shown in Fig. 23 as function of the SPSS G,
GBP, and GRP magnitu es and reflect self-consistency be
tween the bserved and predicted synthetic fluxes. The ea-
su ed rms of the residuals are 0.013, 0.012, and 0.016 mags
for G, GBP, and GRP, respect vely: these values are in agree-
ment with the Gaia end-of-mission requirement for the SPSS
flux precision, which has been s t to ' 1%, and are notabl
higher than t f rmal zeropoint errors of Tab. 1 becaus they
also i clude the contribution from SEDs noi . As a further val-
idation for calibrated pas bands, we have used d ta from three
different spectral libraries, the STIS Next Generation S
Library (NGSL) (Heap & Lindler 2007), the CALSPEC spectral
da abase (Bohlin et al. 2017), and the Stritzinger spectral library
(Stritzinger et al. 2005) to compare syntheti magnitudes com-
puted with the two set of p ssbands with cor esponding DR2
magnitude . The cross-match between the libraries and Gaia
DR2 release produced an initial lis of 118, 50, and 93 obj cts
for the NGSL, CALSPEC, and Stritzinger library, respectively:
selecting sources with G > 6 and and |Gsynth−GDR2| < 0.125
to avoid excessive sat rati n and possible poor matches left th
number of obj cts equal to 40, 43, and 81, respe vely. Figure
24 shows the residuals for the three bands as a function of the G,
GBP, and GRP magnitudes. The top plots refer to the DR2 pass-
bands, and the bottom plo s show the residuals obtained with
the REV passbands. While the NGSL- and CALSPEC-predicted
photometry shows a satisfactory agreement with Gaia DR2 data
(with the only exception of CALSPEC G data, which exhibit
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Fig. 21. Revised set of calibrated Gaia passbands for G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP (right). These passbands represent the Gaia DR2 photometric
system more accurately. Black lines represent nominal response curves, while the coloured lines show the calibrated curves. Shaded areas represent
the ±1σ level.
these complexities because the steep cut-offs cannot be prop-
erly constrained by the fitting process alone: the assumption
made for the Gaia DR2 processing was that the actual cut-offs
could only deviate from the nominal cut-offs by small amounts
(63 nm). The calibrated photonic passbands obtained in this way
are shown in Fig. 20. However, a subsequent analysis using BP
and RP spectral data of the same SPSS revealed that the nominal
curves for the photometer trans issivity used in the modelling
process were not the most up-to-date curves provided by the
satellite manufacturer, and at least in the RP case, a signifi-
cant deviation with respect to the correct curve was present in
the cut-off position. Thus, the redefinition of the cut-off prop-
erties along with some other minor fixes in the procedures led
to a revised set of passbands that is shown in Fig. 21. To dis-
tinguish between the two sets, we will hereafter use DR2 for
the first set and REV for the revised set. An important conse-
quence of this revision is that the photometric zeropoints slightly
changed from those derived for the Gaia DR2 processing. Since
a reprocessing of the whole catalogue was not feasible in the
Gaia DR2 schedule, it has been decided to proceed with the
former zeropoints and passbands to ensure internal consistency
between different DPAC subsystems, and to publish the revised
passbands and zeropoints as a service to those users who wish to
make precise prediction of Gaia photometry for isochrones etc.
The comparison of the photometric properties of the two sets
(by computing synth tic mag itudes on extended library spectral
energy distributions, SEDs, with large coverage in astrophys
ical parameters) shows that whil th predicted magnitudes are
basi ally eq ivale t in the colour range GBP−GRP ' [−0.5, 2.5],
a linear tr nd arises at redder colours that produces difference
of up to 0.1 mag and 0. 8 mag at GBP−GRP ' 6 in G and
GRP, respectively.
able 1 provides a summary of the zeropoints for the two sets
of passbands: ZPDR2 are the zeropoints used for the Gaia DR2
processing, that is, the zeropoints used to convert mean inte-
grated fluxes into the final G, GBP, and GRP magnitudes. These
zeropoints must be used together with the DR2 passband set to
compare for example synthetic magnitudes ompu ed on SEDs
with the corresponding published m gnitudes.
Once the photometric system passba ds are cal brated, the
direct comparison betw en syntheti and instrumental magni-
t d s s own in Fig. 22 exhibits a flat distributio . In this figure
the compariso is ma e by assuming the REV passband set: the
corresponding comparison mad DR2 set is substantially
equivalent a d is not s own here, bu can b fou in online
docum ntation. Not bly, the SPSS ph tometry alone is not
sufficient to distinguish betwee the two sets of passb nds. The
system zeropoints, shown i the plots as horizontal black lin s,
are not computed as the mean valu s of the displayed data, but
instead a
ZP = +2.5 log
PA ∫  fVegaλ (λ) λ109 hc
 (λ) dλ  , (2)
wh re PA = 0.7278 m2 is the Gaia telescope pupil are ,
w vel ngths λ are expressed in nm, S (λ) is the cali rated
passband, and fVegaλ (λ) is the energy flux dist ibution er wave-
l ngth units of the reference Vega spectrum expressed in units of
W nm−1m−2. For the Gaia DR2 release, we assu ed as ref rence
distribution the unreddened A0V tar Ku ucz/ATLAS9 Vega
spectrum (CDROM 19) with Teff = 9550 K, log g = 3.95 dex,
[Fe/H] = −0.5 dex, and vmicro = 2 km −1; this model has been
norm lized by imp sing the condi i n that the energy flux at
λ = 550 nm is f550 = 3.660 × 10−11 Wm−2nm−1 accor ing to
Straižys (1992).
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Fig. 22. Comparison between synthetic and instrumental magnitudes as function of source GBP −GRP colour for G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP
(right). Synthetic magnitudes have been computed using the REV passband set. The data point colours encode the G magnitude of the sources
(red dots show fainter sources); triangles represent the silver sources. The black horizontal line represents the corresponding magnitude zeropoint.
Fig. 23. Residuals with respect to the zeropoints as a function of source magnitude for G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP (right); the data point
colours encode the GBP−GRP colour of the sources (red dots show the reddest sources).
Fig. 24. Residuals between synthetic photometry computed on three spectral libraries and the corresponding Gaia DR2 magnitudes as a function
of the G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP (right) magnitude. Red triangles represent 43 sources from the CALSPEC database, green squares represent
81 stars taken from the Stritzinger spectral library, and blue dots show 40 objects from the NGSL library. Top: Synthetic magnitudes computed by
convolving the source SEDs with the DR2 passbands and normalising by the photometric zeropoint. Bottom: Synthetic photometry obtained with
the REV passband set.
a small systematic trend with magnitudes), the Stritzinger data
show a residual of up to 0.03 mag for sources brighter than
G ' 10. Figure 25 shows the same data as the previous plots as a
function of the observed GBP−GRP colour. The horizontal green
lines represent a linear fit made on data fainter than G = 10: the
slope is almost zero for all the data sets, and the measured offsets
are 0.007, 0.004, and 0.007 and 0.007, 0.003, and 0.008 mag for
G, GBP, and GRP and the DR2 and REV sets, respectively. The
fit was made by applying a sigma-rejection clipping to exclude
deviating points, and the red dotted lines represent the final ±1σ
region. In conclusion, the behaviour shown by the two passband
sets is almost indistinguishable, as expected in this colour range,
because much redder sources would be needed to reveal possi-
ble differences. However, the REV passbands are more accurate
because they are based on additional constraints from spectral
information and are therefore preferable to the DR2 ones, which
were used as a preliminary solution for internal use in the down-
stream processing.
The VEGAMAG system has been chosen by DPAC as the
standard reference photometric system for Gaia. However, to fa-
cilitate the conversion of Gaia photometry between the two sys-
tems, the zeropoints for the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983) have
also been calculated for both sets of passbands and are available
in Tab. 2. The details of the methods followed for these calcula-
tions can be found in the Gaia DR2 online documentation.
Table 2. Photometric zeropoints in the AB system.
Band ZPDR2 σDR2 ZPREV σREV
G 25.7934 0.0018 25.7916 0.0018
GBP 25.3806 0.0014 25.3862 0.0038
GRP 25.1161 0.0019 25.1162 0.0020
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ig. 22. Co parison between synthetic and instrumental magnitudes as function of source GBP RP colour for (left), BP (centre), and GRP
(right). ynthetic agnitudes have been computed using the REV passband set. The data point colours encode the G magnitude of the sources (red
dots show fainter sources); triangles represent the silver sources. The black horizontal line represents the corresponding magnitude zeropoint.
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(right). Synthetic magnitudes have been computed using the REV passband set. The data point colours encode the G magnitude of the sources
(red dots show fainter sources); triangles represent the silver sources. The black horizontal line represents the corresponding magnitude zeropoint.
Fig. 23. Residuals with respect to the zeropoints as a functi n of source magnitude for G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP (right); the data point
colours encode the GBP−GRP colour of the sources (red dots show the reddest sources).
Fig. 24. Residuals between synthetic photometry compute on three spectral libraries and the corresponding Gai DR2 magnitudes as a function
of the G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP (right) magnitu e. Re triangles represent 43 sources from the CALSPEC database, green squares represent
81 stars taken fr m the Stritzinger spectral library, and blue dots show 40 objects from the NGSL library. Top: Synthetic magnitudes computed by
convolving the source SEDs with the DR2 passbands and normalising by the photometric zeropoint. Bottom: Synthetic photometry obtained with
the REV passband set.
a small systematic trend with magnitudes), the Stritzinger data
show a residual of up to 0.03 mag for sources brighter than
G ' 10. Figure 25 shows the same data as the previous plots as a
function of the observed GBP−GRP colour. The horizontal green
lines represent a linear fit made on data fainter than G = 10: the
slope is almost zero for all the data sets, and the measured offsets
are 0.007, 0.004, and 0.007 and 0.007, 0.003, and 0.008 mag for
G, GBP, and GRP and the DR2 and REV sets, respectively. The
fit was made by applying a sigma-rejection clipping to exclude
deviating points, and the red dotted lines represent the final ±1σ
region. In conclusion, the behaviour shown by the two passband
sets is al ost indistinguishable, as expected in this colour range,
because much redder sources would be needed to reveal possi-
ble differences. However, the REV passbands are more accurate
because they are based on additional constraints from spectral
information and are therefore preferable to the DR2 ones, which
were used as a preliminary solution for internal use in the down-
stream processing.
The VEGAMAG system has been chosen by DPAC as the
standard reference photometric syste for Gaia. However, to fa-
cilitate the conversion of Gaia photo etry between the two sys-
tems, the zeropoints for the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983) have
also been calculated for both sets of passbands and are available
in Tab. 2. The details of the methods followed for these calcula-
tions can be found in the Gaia DR2 online documentation.
Table 2. Photometric zeropoints in the AB system.
Band ZPDR2 σDR2 ZPREV σREV
G 25.7934 0.0018 25.7916 0.0018
GBP 25.3806 0.0014 25.3862 0.0038
GRP 25.1161 0.0019 25.1162 0.0020
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i . . Residuals with respe t t the zerop ints as function of s urce magnitude forG (left),GBP (centre), andGRP (right); the data point col urs
encode the GBP−GRP colour of the sources (red dots show the reddest sources).
Table 1. Photometric zeropoints in the VEGAMAG system.
Band ZPDR2 σDR2 ZPREV σREV ∆ZP
G 25.6884 0.0018 25.6914 0.0011 0.0030
GBP 25.3514 0.0014 25.3488 0.0005 -0.0026
GRP 24.7619 0.0019 24.7627 0.0035 0.0008
The above formula implies that the calibrated passbands are
normalised so that a source-integrated flux can be estimated
by convolving them with th corresponding SED expres ed in
units of photons s−1 nm−1 m−2 and scaling the result by the Gaia
telescope pupil ar a.
The residual distributions of the differences with respect to
the zeropoints are shown in Fig. 23 as function of the SPSS
G, GBP, and GRP magnitudes and reflect the self-consistency
between the observed and predicted synthetic fluxes. The mea-
sured rms of the residuals are 0.013, 0.012, and 0.016 mags forG,
GBP, and GRP, respectively: these values are in agreement with
the Gaia end-of-mission requirement for the SPSS flux preci-
sion, which has been set to '1%, and are notably higher than the
formal zeropoint errors of Table 1 because they also include the
contribution from SEDs noise.
As a further validation for calibrated passbands, we have
used data from three different spectral libraries, the STIS Next
Generation Spectral Library (NGSL; Heap & Lindler 2007),
the CALSPEC spectral database (Bohlin et al. 2017), and the
Stritzinger spectral library (Stritzinger et al. 2005) to com-
pare synthetic magnitudes computed with the two set of pass-
bands with the corresponding DR2 magnitudes. The cross-match
between the libraries and Gaia DR2 release produced an initial
list of 118, 50, and 93 objects for the NGSL, CALSPEC, and
Stritzinger library, respectively: selecting sources with G > 6
and |Gsynth−GDR2| < 0.125 to avoid excessive saturation and pos-
sible poor matches left the number of objects equal to 40, 43,
and 81, respectively. Figure 24 shows the residuals for the three
bands as a function of the G, GBP, and GRP magnitudes. The top
plots refer to the DR2 passbands, and the bottom plots show the
residuals obtained with the REV passbands. While the NGSL-
and CALSPEC-predicted photometry shows a satisfactory agree-
ment with Gaia DR2 data (with the only exception of CALSPEC
G data, which exhibit a small systematic trend with magnitudes),
the Stritzinger data show a residual of up to 0.03 mag for sources
brighter tha G ' 10. Figure 25 shows the same data as the
previou plot as a function of the obs rved GBP−GRP colour.
The h rizontal gree lines represent a linear fit made on ata
fainter than G = 10: the slope is almost zer for all the data sets,
and the measured offsets are 0.007, 0.004, and 0.007 and 0.007,
0.003, and 0.008 mag forG,GBP, andGRP and the DR2 and REV
sets, respectively. The fit was made by applying a sigma-rejection
clipping to exclude deviating points, and the red dotted lines rep-
resent the final ±1σ region. In conclusion, the behaviour shown
by the two passband sets is almost indistinguishable, as expected
in this colour range, because much redder sources would be
needed to reveal possible differences. However, the REV pass-
bands are more accurate because they are based on additional
constraints from spectral information and are therefore prefer-
able to the DR2 ones, which were used as a preliminary solution
for internal use in the downstream processing.
The VEGAMAG system has been chosen by DPAC as
the standard reference photometric system for Gaia. However,
to facilitate the conversion of Gaia photometry between the
two systems, the zeropoints for the AB system (Oke & Gunn
1983) have also been calculated for both sets of passbands and
are available in Table 2. The details of the methods followed
for these calculations can be found in the Gaia DR2 online
documentation.
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Fig. 22. Comparison between synthetic and instrumental magnitudes as function of source GBP −GRP colour for G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP
(right). Synthetic magnitudes have been computed using the REV passband set. The data point colours encode the G magnitude of the sources
(red dots show fainter sources); triangles represent the silver sources. The black horizontal line represents the corresponding magnitude zeropoint.
Fig. 23. Residuals with respect to the zeropoints as a function of source magnitude for G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP (right); the data point
colours encode the GBP−GRP colour of the sources (red dots show the reddest sources).
Fig. 24. Residuals between synthetic photometry computed on three spectral libraries and the corresponding Gaia DR2 magnitudes as a function
of the G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP (right) magnitude. Red triangles represent 43 sources from the CALSPEC database, green squares represent
81 stars taken from the Stritzinger spectral library, and blue dots show 40 objects from the NGSL library. Top: Synthetic magnitudes computed by
convolving the source SEDs with the DR2 passbands and normalising by the photometric zeropoint. Bottom: Synthetic photometry obtained with
the REV passband set.
a small systematic trend with magnitudes), the Stritzinger data
show a residual of up to 0.03 mag for sources brighter than
G ' 10. Figure 25 shows the same data as the previous plots as a
function of the observed GBP−GRP colour. The horizontal green
lines represent a linear fit made on data fainter than G = 10: the
slope is almost zero for all the data sets, and the measured offsets
are 0.007, 0.004, and 0.007 and 0.007, 0.003, and 0.008 mag for
G, GBP, and GRP and the DR2 and REV sets, respectively. The
fit was made by applying a sigma-rejection clipping to exclude
deviating points, and the red dotted lines represent the final ±1σ
region. In conclusion, the behaviour shown by the two passband
sets is almost indistinguishable, as expected in this colour range,
because much redder sources would be needed to reveal possi-
ble differences. However, the REV passbands are more accurate
because they are based on additional constraints from spectral
information and are therefore preferable to the DR2 ones, which
were used as a preliminary solution for internal use in the down-
stream processing.
The VEGAMAG system has been chosen by DPAC as the
standard reference photometric system for Gaia. However, to fa-
cilitate the conversion of Gaia photometry between the two sys-
tems, the zeropoints for the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983) have
also been calculated for both sets of passbands and are available
in Tab. 2. The details of the methods followed for these calcula-
tions can be found in the Gaia DR2 online documentation.
Table 2. Photometric zeropoints in the AB system.
Band ZPDR2 σDR2 ZPREV σREV
G 25.7934 0.0018 25.7916 0.0018
GBP 25.3806 0.0014 25.3862 0.0038
GRP 25.1161 0.0019 25.1162 0.0020
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Fig. 24. Residuals between synthetic photometry computed on three spectral libraries and the corresponding Gaia DR2 magnitudes as a function
of the G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP (right) magnitude. Red triangles represent 43 sources from the CALSPEC database, green squares represent
81 stars taken from the Stritzinger spectral library, and blue dots show 40 objects from the NGSL library. Top: synthetic magnitudes computed by
convolving the source SEDs with the DR2 passbands and normalising by the photometric zeropoint. Bottom: synthetic photometry obtained with
the REV passband set. A&A proofs: manuscript no. GAIA-CS-CP-IOA-DWE-052Final
Fig. 25. Residuals between synthetic photometry computed on the NGSL, CALSPEC, and Stritzinger libraries and the corresponding Gaia DR2
magnitudes as a function of the observed GBP−GRP colour. Symbols are the same as Fig. 24. Horizontal green and red lines represent a linear fit
(with sigma-rejection clipping) to data with G> 10 and the ±1σ region. Top: Synthetic magnitudes computed by convolving the source SEDs with
the DR2 passbands and normalising by the photometric zeropoint. Bottom: Synthetic photometry obtained with the REV passband set.
Fig. 26. Distribution of gold, silver, and bronze sources as a function of
G magnitude and GBP-GRP colour. Only sources with at least 30 CCD
observations in G are analysed in order to minimize the effect of spuri-
ous detections.
10. Statistical properties of the gold, silver, and
bronze samples
As described in Riello et al. 2018, the sources are described as
having gold, silver, or bronze photometry depending on the pro-
cessing chain used to generate the photometry. Figure 26 shows
the magnitude and colour distributions of these samples. The
magnitude distribution of the silver sources reflects problems
in the processing that have caused sources at various stages to
Fig. 27. Percentage of bronze sources as a function of sky position in
equatorial coordinates. Only sources with a minimum of 30 G CCD
observations are considered.
drop out. They were not calibrated in the normal gold process-
ing chain. Although the colour distribution of the silver sources
shows elevated levels for sources outside the range 0.0 to 4.0,
the distribution is dominated by intermediate colours. Initially,
the silver processing chain was developed to calibrate sources
with extreme colours that could not be calibrated normally. How-
ever, the silver processing chain also picks up the low fraction of
sources that fail to be calibrated at other stages in the calibra-
tion process. The magnitude distribution of the bronze sources is
biased towards the faint end and reflects the difficulty of obtain-
ing colour information at fainter colours. Naturally, there is no
colour distribution available for the bronze sources since these,
by definition, are sources without Gaia colour information and
have been calibrated with a default set of colour information.
Figure 27 shows the fraction of bronze sources as a function
of sky position. In the high-density regions around the Galac-
tic centre, the fraction of bronze sources becomes very high be-
cause the BP/RP windows are likely to overlap with neighbour-
ing sources and are therefore not processed. The patterns caused
by the Gaia scanning law are also visible here. It is unclear why
these areas would have a higher bronze fraction, but a possible
cause is spurious detections. The bright point at (RA, dec) =
(315◦, 0◦), is a result of a processing problem that prevented the
colour information from being available in this area and switched
the sources to the bronze processing chain. These sources do not
have GBP or GRP photometry in Gaia DR2.
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Fig. 25. Residuals between synthetic photometry computed on the NGSL, CALSPEC, and Stritzinger libraries and the corresponding Gaia DR2
magnitudes as a function of the observed GBP −GRP colour. Symbols are the same as Fig. 24. Horizontal green and red lines represent a linear fit
(with sigma-rejection clipping) to data with G > 10 and the ±1σ region. Top: synthetic magnitudes computed by convolving the source SEDs with
the DR2 passbands and normalising by the photometric zeropoint. Bottom: synthetic photometry obtained with the REV passband set.
Table 2. Photometric zeropoints in the AB syst m.
Band ZPDR2 σDR2 ZPREV σREV
G 25.7934 0.0018 25.7916 0.0018
GBP 25.3806 0.0014 25.3862 0.0038
GRP 25.1161 0.0019 25.1162 0.0020
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bronze samples
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having gold, silver, or bronze photometry depending on the pro-
cessing chain used to generate the photometry. Figure 26 shows
the magnitude and colour distributions of these samples. The
magnitude distribution of the silver sources reflects problems
in the processing that have caused sources at various stages to
drop out. They were not calibrated in the normal gold process-
ing chain. Although the colour distribution of the silver sources
shows elevated levels for sources outside the range 0.0 to 4.0,
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the silver processing chain was developed to calibrate sources
with extreme colours that could not be calibrated normally. How-
ever, the silver processing chain also picks up the low fraction of
sources that fail to be calibrated at other stages in the calibration
process. The magnitude distribution of the bronze sources is
biased towards the faint end and reflects the difficulty of obtain-
ing colour information at fainter colours. Naturally, there is no
colour distribution available for the bronze sources since these,
by definition, are sources without Gaia colour information and
have been calibrated with a default set of colour information.
Figure 27 shows the fraction of bronze sources as a function
of sky position. In the high-density regions around the Galac-
tic centre, the fraction of bronze sources becomes very high
because the BP/RP windows are likely to overlap with neigh-
bouring sources and are therefore not processed. The patterns
caused by the Gaia scanning law are also visible here. It is
unclear why these areas would have a higher bronze fraction, but
a possible cause is spurious detections. The bright point at (RA,
dec) = (315◦, 0◦), is a result of a processing problem that pre-
vented the colour information from being available in this area
and switched the sources to the bronze processing chain. These
sources do not have GBP or GRP photometry in Gaia DR2.
11. Epoch photometry
Although this paper focusses on the source photometric cata-
logue, which is the main contribution to the release from the
photometric point of view, Gaia DR2 will also contain detailed
epoch photometry for a small fraction of sources in the same
G, GBP, and GRP bands. The epoch photometry will be averaged
over a FoV transit for the G band, and the corresponding error
will measure the scatter of the contributing CCD measurements.
For GBP and GRP, each epoch flux will come from one single
CCD measurement and its associated error.
Proble s affecting single CCD transits or all measurements
of a FoV transit are marginally important when considering
mean source photometry as they will simply slightly increase the
scatter of the measurements and therefore the error associated
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the DR2 passbands and normalising by the photometric zeropoint. Bottom: Synthetic photometry obtained with the REV passband set.
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have been calibrated with a default set of colour information.
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Fig. 26. Distribution of gold, silver, and bronze sources as a func-
tion of G magnitude and GBP-GRP colour. Only sources with at least
30 CCD observations in G are analysed in order to minimize the effect
of spurious detections.
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the silver processing chain was developed to calibrate sources
with extreme colours that could not be calibrated normally. How-
ever, the silver processing chain also picks up the low fraction of
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tion process. The magnitude distribution of the bronze sources is
biased towards the faint end and reflects the difficulty of obtain-
ing colour information at fainter colours. Naturally, there is no
colour distribution available for the bronze sources since these,
by definition, are sources without Gaia colour information and
have been calibrated with a default set of colour information.
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observations are considered.
with the mean valu . However, the sam problems cause out
liers in the epoch pho ometry. For instance, observat ons affected
by hot columns do not currently receive any special trea ment.
Cases of poor background estimat on have also been observed in
all bands, either due to lack of calibration data or to a rapidly
varying background could not be captured by the model
resolution. Obse vations taken in the proximity of very bright
m y either have under stimated back rou d or may be
spurious detections cause by the diffraction spikes from the
bright source. Nearby sources may also cause outliers through
the different scanning direction in subsequent scans over a region
of sky, for instance, two nearby sources falling in the same win-
dow in one scan, but not in others. Furthermore, sky-related
effects may well affect perfectly isolated sources because the two
FoVs overlap on the focal plane.
In Gaia DR2, only a small subset of problematic epoch
measurements will be flagged as rejected in the photometric
processing. These are non-nominal cases (such as truncated win-
dows and observations taken with more than one gate activated
during the integration time), poor results from the image param-
eter determination, measurements that could not be calibrated
because no appropriate calibration was available. Additional fil-
tering will be done by the system processing the variability data
(Holl et al. 2018), and the corresponding epochs will be corre-
spondingly flagged in the catalogue, but it is likely that many
of the above events will not be reported. Any subsequent anal-
ysis using the epoch photometry in Gaia DR2 should be r bust
ag inst outliers.
12. Conclusions
This paper presents the photometric content of the Gaia DR2.
This includes mean source photometry in the G passband for
1.7 billion objects and in the integrated GBP and GRP passbands
for about 1.4 billion objects. An estimate of the three photomet-
ric passbands, based on a set of spectro-photometric standards
with high-quality ground-based reference data, will also be pub-
lished together with the corresponding zeropoints. As detailed in
Sect. 9, the passband definition at this stage is not unique because
of limits both in the information available in the photometric data
and in the set of standard sources available. A better estimate of
the three passbands is also presented in this paper. Although this
is also based on the same set of standards and is therefore not
fully constrained, it has been determined taking full advantage
of the sp ctral data as well as the photom try and therefore g ves
a more accurate repr sentation of th Gaia verage instrument
and the in ernal reference photomet ic ystem.
The Gaia DR2 will also contain epoch hotometry in the
same thr e bands for a small fracti n of sources tha is classified
as variables. More details on these data are given in Holl et al.
(2018). At this stage in the mission, epoch photometry still shows
o tlier that are due o problems that affect measurements at the
CCD and FoV level.
The accompanying paper, R ello et al. (2018), provides a
d tailed description of the photometric processing that le to the
generation of the Gaia DR2 cat logue. Results of the detailed
validation campaign have been included in this paper. Validation
takes place at various levels during the photometric process-
ing. Most of the validation is purely internal and is based on
a careful analysis of the calibration parameters, on convergence
metrics for the iterative process leading to the definition of the
internal photometric system, on the analysis of the residuals
of the calibration process, and on statistical distribution of the
photometric errors at various stages. Comparisons with external
catalogues are also useful, but may be affected by the precision
and systematics in the external catalogues.
For the Gaia DR2 photometric data, our internal valida-
tion indicates that a calibration uncertainty of 2 mmag has
been reached on the individual observations for the G band.
Slightly larger uncertainties of 5 and 3 mmag are estimated for
GBP and GRP, respectively. The expected error distribution will
depend on the number of individual measurements and on other
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contributions such as read-out noise and photon noise. Valida-
tion against several external catalogues shows that systematic
effects are at the 10 mmag level except for the brightest sources
(G < 3 mag).
Section 8 in this paper shows the result of an investigation
on the consistency between the G and GBP and GRP photometry.
Given the passband definition, the flux in the G band is expected
to be close to the sum of the GBP and GRP fluxes. We have there-
fore defined a BP/RP flux excess factor as the ratio between the
sum of the GBP and GRP fluxes and the G flux. Most sources
in the catalogue follow a distribution of BP/RP flux excess fac-
tor close to 1 with a smooth trend with colour. This quantity is
included in the released data, and users are encouraged to use
this to select data for their photometric studies.
A final caveat should be given related to the BP/RP flux
excess factor and in general the mean source photometry for vari-
able sources. Even though the algorithm applied to generate the
mean photometry has been improved with respect to Gaia DR1,
with the addition of robust outlier rejection based on the full dis-
tribution of the individual measurements, this is still not optimal
for variable sources. The larger scatter of the measurements in
the case of a variable source implies that outliers may still be
within a few sigma from the median value and therefore are not
rejected. Faint outliers, with correspondingly small uncertain-
ties, may shift our weighted average estimate of the mean source
photometry by several magnitudes. Moreover, outliers may not
be present in all bands. This will affect the reliability of the
BP/RP flux excess factor, the value of which is entirely based
on mean photometry in the three bands. Photometric studies of
variable sources should take advantage of the provided epoch
photometry when possible.
It is intrinsic in the cyclic nature of the Gaia processing that
the quality of the data products will improve at each release
through the increased amount of data available, the better treat-
ment of the known instrumental effects, and the more sophisti-
cated calibration models and algorithms. Each new release will
therefore allow new challenging research to be pursued, even
more so thanks to the new data products. Future releases will see
the gradual inclusion of epoch photometry and low-resolution
spectral data for all sources, thus creating the most complete and
accurate photometric catalogue to date.
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Appendix A: Colour-colour transformations
This section includes colour-colour relationships between
the passbands in Gaia and other photometric surveys. These
relationships supersede those published before launch using
the nominal Gaia passbands (Jordi et al. 2010). In addition to
G magnitudes, Gaia DR2 is the first to also include GBP and GRP
magnitudes. This allows for the first time to provide photometric
relationships in both directions: to predict Gaia photometry
from external photometry, and vice versa, to predict how Gaia
sources would be seen if they were observed with another set
of passbands. This could allow the use of Gaia sources as
calibrators for other projects using these external passbands.
Here we provide photometric transformations between Gaia
DR2 and HIPPARCOS (Perryman et al. 1997), Tycho-2 (Høg
et al. 2000), SDSS12 (Alam et al. 2015), Johnson-Cousins
(Landolt 2009), and 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006).
In order to produce the photometric transformations included
here, we used only Gaia DR2 sources with G < 13 that could be
cross-matched with the external catalogues. As SDSS observa-
tions with magnitudes brighter than 14 mag are saturated, we
have used a different dataset, extracting from Gaia DR2 cat-
alogue some sources with σG < 0.003 for all magnitudes and
using only those sources with SDSS magnitudes fainter than 15
mag. In order to obtain cleaner transformations, some filtering
was made in each colour-colour diagram, which can be found
in the Gaia DR2 online documentation. For the fitting, we used
only sources with small magnitude error and small excess flux (C
in Sect. 8) in BP and RP with respect to AF fluxes. We applied
the filtering proposed in Eq. (1) using a = 1.5 and b = 0.03 val-
ues. ZPDR2 photometric zeropoints in Table 1 were used. The
polynomial coefficients obtained with the resulting sources are
included in Table A.2. The validity of these fittings is, of course,
only applicable in the colour intervals used for the fitting (see
Table A.1). Some photometric relationships derived between
Gaia and HIPPARCOS, Tycho-2, SDSS12, Johnson-Cousins, and
2MASS are plotted in Fig. A.1 (for more plots, check the Gaia
DR2 online documentation).
Table A.1. Range of applicability for the relationships found here
between Gaia passbands and other photometric systems.
HIPPARCOS relationships
G − HP = f (B − V) −0.2 < B − V < 1.5
G − HP = f (V − I) −0.3 < V − I < 3.0
G − HP = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 4.0
GBP − HP = f (V − I) 0.0 < V − I < 2.5
GRP − HP = f (V − I) −0.3 < V − I < 2.5
GBP −GRP = f (V − I) −0.4 < V − I < 2.5
Tycho-2 relationships
G − VT = f (BT − VT ) −0.1 < BT − VT < 2.0
G − VT = f (GBP −GRP) −0.3 < GBP −GRP < 4.0
G − BT = f (GBP −GRP) 0.0 < GBP −GRP < 2.5
GBP − VT = f (BT − VT ) −0.2 < BT − VT < 2.5
GRP − VT = f (BT − VT ) −0.2 < BT − VT < 2.0
GBP −GRP = f (BT − VT ) −0.2 < BT − VT < 2.0
SDSS relationships
G − g = f (g − i) −1.0 < g − i < 4.0
G − g = f (g − r) −0.6 < g − r < 1.5
G − r = f (r − i) −0.5 < r − i < 2.0
G − i = f (r − i) −0.2 < r − i < 1.8
GBP − r = f (r − i) −0.1 < r − i < 0.9
GRP − r = f (r − i) −0.4 < r − i < 1.0
GBP −GRP = f (r − i) −0.4 < r − i < 0.8
G − r = f (GBP −GRP) 0.2 < GBP −GRP < 2.7
G − i = f (GBP −GRP) 0.0 < GBP −GRP < 4.5
G − g = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 2.0
Johnson-Cousins relationships
G − V = f (V − I) −0.3 < V − I < 2.7
GBP − V = f (V − I) −0.3 < V − I < 2.7
GRP − V = f (V − I) −0.3 < V − I < 2.7
GBP −GRP = f (V − I) −0.3 < V − I < 2.7
G − V = f (V − R) −0.15 < V − R < 1.4
G − V = f (B − V) −0.3 < B − V < 2.4
G − V = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 2.75
G − R = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 2.75
G − I = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 2.75
2MASS relationships
G − KS = f (H − KS) −0.1 < H − KS < 0.7
GBP − KS = f (H − KS) −0.1 < H − KS < 0.6
GRP − KS = f (H − KS) −0.1 < H − KS < 0.7
GBP −GRP = f (H − KS) −0.1 < H − KS < 0.55
G − KS = f (GBP −GRP) 0.25 < GBP −GRP < 5.5
G − H = f (GBP −GRP) 0.25 < GBP −GRP < 5.0
G − J = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 5.5
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Table A.2. Coefficients of the polynomials and the standard deviations (σ) of the residuals of the fittings for sources observed in Gaia DR2.
HIPPARCOS relationships
B − V (B − V)2 (B − V)3 σ
G − Hp −0.03704 −0.3915 0.01855 −0.03239 0.02502
V − I (V − I)2 (V − I)3 σ
G − Hp −0.01259 −0.3336 −0.1171 0.02244 0.09610
GBP − Hp −0.01205 0.1105 0.06624
GRP − Hp −0.00055 −1.203 0.1078 0.1089
GBP −GRP −0.01146 1.315 −0.1103 0.09390
GBP −GRP (GBP −GRP)2 (GBP −GRP)3 σ
G − Hp −0.01968 −0.2344 −0.1200 0.01490 0.06875
Tycho-2 relationships
BT − VT (BT − VT )2 (BT − VT )3 σ
G − VT −0.02051 −0.2706 0.03394 −0.05937 0.06373
GBP − VT −0.006739 0.2758 −0.1350 0.01098 0.04415
GRP − VT −0.03757 −1.188 0.4871 −0.1729 0.09637
GBP −GRP 0.03147 1.456 -0.6043 0.1750 0.07024
GBP −GRP (GBP −GRP)2 (GBP −GRP)3 σ
G − VT −0.01842 −0.06629 −0.2346 0.02157 0.05501
G − BT −0.02441 −0.4899 −0.9740 0.2496 0.07293
SDSS relationships
g − i (g − i)2 (g − i)3 σ
G − g −0.074189 −0.51409 −0.080607 0.0016001 0.046848
g − r (g − r)2 (g − r)3 σ
G − g −0.038025 −0.76988 −0.1931 0.0060376 0.065837
r − i (r − i)2 (r − i)3 σ
G − r 0.0014891 0.36291 −0.81282 0.14711 0.043634
G − i −0.007407 1.4337 −0.95312 0.22049 0.041165
GBP − r 0.1463 1.7244 −1.1912 0.22004 0.059674
GRP − r −0.29869 −1.1303 0.039156
GBP −GRP 0.47108 2.7001 −0.97174 0.14601 0.067573
GBP −GRP (GBP −GRP)2 (GBP −GRP)3
G − r −0.12879 0.24662 −0.027464 −0.049465 0.066739
G − i −0.29676 0.64728 −0.10141 0.098957
G − g 0.13518 −0.46245 −0.25171 0.021349 0.16497
Johnson-Cousins relationships
V − I (V − I)2 (V − I)3 σ
G − V −0.01746 0.008092 −0.2810 0.03655 0.04670
GBP − V −0.05204 0.4830 −0.2001 0.02186 0.04483
GRP − V 0.0002428 −0.8675 −0.02866 0.04474
GBP −GRP −0.04212 1.286 −0.09494 0.02366
V − R (V − R)2 (V − R)3 σ
G − V −0.02269 0.01784 −1.016 0.2225 0.04895
B − V (B − V)2 (B − V)3 σ
G − V −0.02907 −0.02385 −0.2297 −0.001768 0.06285
GBP −GRP (GBP −GRP)2 σ
G − V −0.01760 −0.006860 −0.1732 0.045858
G − R −0.003226 0.3833 −0.1345 0.04840
G − I 0.02085 0.7419 −0.09631 0.04956
2MASS relationships
H − KS (H − KS)2 σ
G − KS 0.6613 12.073 −1.359 0.3692
GBP − KS 0.8174 14.66 2.711 0.4839
GRP − KS 0.3560 9.287 −1.721 0.2744
GBP −GRP 0.4238 6.098 1.991 0.2144
GBP −GRP (GBP −GRP)2 σ
G − KS −0.1885 2.092 −0.1345 0.08281
G − H −0.1621 1.968 −0.1328 0.07103
G − J −0.01883 1.394 −0.07893 0.05246
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Fig. A.1. Some photometric relationships obtained using Gaia DR2 data cross-matched with HIPPARCOS (top), Tycho-2 (second row), SDSS12
(third row), 2MASS (fourth row), and Johnson-Cousins (bottom).
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Appendix B: Saturation
By analysing the residuals found when fitting G − Hp as a func-
tion of V − I, orG−VT as a function of BT −VT and plotting them
against the magnitude, we can see that the current calibration
does not completely account for saturation effects (see Fig. B.1).
Fitting a relationship to the trends at the bright end in Fig. B.1
can be useful if saturation effects need to be empirically cor-
rected. We combined Tycho-2 and HIPPARCOS data to derive
these fittings. The corrected magnitudes from the mean mag-
nitudes in Gaia DR2, GcorrXP can be obtained with the following
equations:
Gcorr = −0.047344 + 1.16405G − 0.046799G2
+0.0035015G3 (B.1)
GcorrBP = G
obs
BP − 2.0384 + 0.95282G − 0.11018G2 (B.2)
GcorrRP = −13.946 + 14.239GRP − 4.23G2RP + 0.4532G3RP. (B.3)
TheG relationship should only be used in the range 2.0 < Gobs <
6.5 mag, theGBP relationship only for 2.0 < Gobs < 4.0 mag, and
the GBP relationship only for 2.0 < Gobs < 3.5 mag.
D. W. Evans et al.: Gaia Data Release 2
Fig. B.1. Residuals of the fitted laws for HIPPARCOS and Tycho-2 in Table A.2 as a function of the magnitude for G (left), GBP (centre), and GRP
(right).
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Appendix C: Nomenclature
Below, we list acronyms and concepts used in this paper.
2MASS Two-Micron All Sky Survey
AC ACross scan: direction on the focal
plane perpendicular to the scan direc-
tion
AF Astrometric Field: the 62 astrometric
CCDs on the focal plane
AL ALong scan: direction on the focal
plane parallel to the scan direction
APASS AAVSO Photometric All-Sky Survey
BP Blue Photometer: the system defined by
the blue dispersion prism. Also refers to
the associated CCDs.
Calibration Unit Set of parameters and configurations
identifying an observation environ-
ment, e.g. CCD, passband, Gate, FoV,
Window Class
CCD Charge-coupled Device
CCD transit Transit of a source across a single CCD
DPAC Data Processing and Analysis Consor-
tium
ESA European Space Agency
FoV Field of View: one of the two point-
ing directions of the satellite telescopes.
See Gaia Collaboration (2016b) for
more information regarding the struc-
ture of Gaia.
FoV transit Field-of-view transit, the complete tran-
sit of a source across the focal plane
Gate System designed to reduce the effec-
tive exposure time for bright sources
that would otherwise suffer heavy sat-
uration. Twelve different gate config-
urations can be activated on board
in different magnitude ranges (Gaia
Collaboration 2016b).
HEALPix Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude
Pixelation of a sphere producing a sub-
division of a spherical surface in which
each pixel covers the same surface area
as every other pixel (Górski et al. 2005).
IDU Intermediate Data Update: task oper-
ating at the start of each processing
cycle on all Gaia data collected from
the start of the mission. This includes
a new cross-match (Castañeda et al.
2018), PSF/LSF calibration and IPD.
IPD Image Parameter Determination: the
task that estimates the fluxes that are
then calibrated in PhotPipe as described
in Carrasco et al. (2016). See Fabricius
et al. (2016) for more details.
LS Large-scale: in this paper this refers
to one set of photometric calibration
describing effects that vary on a large
spatial range
LSF Line Spread Function
OBMT On-board Mission Timeline: the
timescale usually used when referring
to time in the Gaia context. This
scale is defined in Gaia Collaboration
(2016b).
OBMT-Rev Time in OBMT scale but in units
of revolutions rather than nanoseconds
(one revolution corresponds to approxi-
mately 6 h)
Row A series of CCDs in the AL direction
RP Red Photometer: the system defined by
the red dispersion prism. Also refers to
the associated CCDs
SDSS Sloan Digital Sky Survey
Strip A series of CCDs in the AC direction
SS Small-scale: in this paper this refers
to one set of photometric calibration
describing effects that vary on a small
spatial range
Window Class Configuration defining the AL and AC
size of the window centred on each
detected source as received on the
ground (see Gaia Collaboration 2016b)
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